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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The polls will be open from 1 1 :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Richmond, in the County of Cheshire in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond on
Tuesday the 9th of March, next at 1 1 :00 A.M. of the clock in the morning to act upon the
following subjects:
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
The business meeting will be called to order at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond at
7:00 P.M. to act on the following subjects;
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,325 for
Executive Salaries and Expenses, or take any action thereon.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,187 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics, or take any action thereon.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,350 for Financial
Administration, or take any action thereon.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for Damages
and Legal Expenses, or take any action thereon.
6 To see if the Town will vote to raise $19,812 and appropriate the sum of $26,069 for
Employee Benefits, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $6,257 in federal police grants, or take
any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning, or take any action thereon.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for Capitol
Improvement plan for roads, or take any action thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,600 for General
Government Buildings, or take any action thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,700 for
Cemeteries, or take any action thereon.
7.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,600 for
Insurance, or take any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for Other
General Government (town report), or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise $10,500 and appropriate the sum of $30,000
for salaries for a full time Police Department, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $19,500 in
federal police grants, or take any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise $19,655 and appropriate the sum of $30,850 for
the Police Department, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $1 1,195 received in federal police
grants, or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for
Ambulance Service, or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 for the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon.
1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the
Rescue Squad, or take any action thereon.
18.. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,800 for NFPA
pathogen proof personal protective clothing and HEFA respirators to protect against TB, or take
any action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,900 for
Emergency Management , or take any action thereon.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50 for the Health
Department, or take any action thereon.
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire
Department Equipment Fund, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise $66,581 and appropriate the sum of $105,800
for Highways and Streets, or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street
Lighting, or take any action thereon.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,000 for Solid
Waste Disposal, or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home
Health Care and Community Service, or take any action thereon.(By Request)
8.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $924 for the
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service, or take any action thereon. (By Request)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for The
Community Kitchen, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the
Southwestern Community Services, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum $500 for Camp Holiday
or take any action thereon (By Request)
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the
Samaritans, or take any action thereon. (By Request)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct
Assistance, or take any action thereon.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for
Intergovernmental Welfare, or take any action thereon.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the
Community Park Commission, or take any action thereon.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the
Recreation Committee, or take any action thereon.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Beach Committee, or take any action thereon.
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,291 for the
Library, or take any action thereon.
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest
on Tax Anticipation Notes, or take any action thereon.
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Fire Truck Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. (Majority
vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.)
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998. Article 38, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle.
(Majority vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.)
41
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,500 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998. Article 39, under the provisions ofRSA
31:1 9-a, known as the Veteran Hall Furnace Fund, for the purpose of replacing the furnace and
installing insulation in the Veterans Hall. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by the
Selectmen.)
42. To see if the Town will vote to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under
the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a to be known as the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of
building a new municipal building(s), and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.)
43. To see if the Town will vote to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under
the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a to be known as the Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of
revaluation of all property in town, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund. (Majority vote required.)(Recommended by the Selectmen.)
44. Polling hours in the Town of Richmond are now 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM. Shall we place
a question on the State Election Ballot to change polling hours so that polls shall open at 1 1 :00
AM and close at 7:00 PM for all regular state elections beginning by the year 2000.
45. To see if the Town will vote to allow prepayment of taxes and authorize the collector
of taxes to accept payments and prepayments of taxes, up to two years in advance of the due date
of the taxes, under the provisions ofRSA 80:52-a. (All prepayments shall be clearly designated as
prepayment and shall specify the exact property that the prepayment is to be credited against. No
interest shall accrue to the taxpayer on any prepayment, nor shall any interest be paid to the
taxpayer on prepayment which is later subject to rebate or refund.)
46. To see if the Town will vote to urge the General Court ofNew Hampshire, US
Congress, and the President of the United States to support and pass meaningful laws reforming
electoral campaign financing. Meaningful reform will:
return the political process to the will of the people;
encourage participation by qualified candidates with limited means;
reduce the influence of moneyed special interests on election and lawmaking; and
restore the principal of "one person, one vote" to elections.
(Submitted by petition.)
47. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for
the operation of Town affairs.
48. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use
of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
49. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate
acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a
public auction, or the property may be advertised seal bids, or be otherwise disposed of as justice
may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.




Transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
10.
Given under our hand and seal, this 10th day of February, in the year of Our Lord,













Executive Office 34,500.00 34,856.59 35,325.00
Election, Regis & Vital Stat 25,633.00 22,187.00 29,187.00
Financial Administration 18,126.00 18,530.86 17,350.00
Legal Expense 8,000.00 4,433.31 8,000.00
Benefits 12,560.00 13,044.72 26,069.00
Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 3,353.82 3,500.00
Capital Improvement Plan-Roads 3,000.00
General Government Bldgs 13,600.00 8,360.83 13,600.00
Cemeteries 3,100.00 3,100.00 1,700.00
Insurance 17,500.00 15,274.00 14,600.00
Town Report 1,900.00 2,141.52 2,300.00
Public Safety
Police Department 30,000.00 29,053.29 60,850.00
Ambulance 10,000.00 7,955.01 10,000.00
Fire Department 15,000.00 14,050.95 15,000.00
Rescue Squad 4,000.00 3,471.97 4,000.00
Rescue - Protective Clothing 2,800.00
Emergency Management 4,900.00 1,507.83 4,900.00
Health Administration 50.00 50.00 50.00
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 250.00
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 300.00
Highways & Streets & Roads
Highways & Streets 105,000.00 104,674.66 105,800.00
Blinker 1,200.00 1,064.89 1,200.00
Sanitation
SW Disposal Winchester 28,000.00 31,653.23 32,000.00
Dump Closure Plan 3,304.72
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 3,000.00 934.00 3,000.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 924.00
Keene Comm Kitchen 500.00 500.00 1,000.00
Southwestern Comm Serv 500.00 500.00 500.00
Camp Holiday 500.00 500.00 500.00
The Samaritans 500.00
General Assistance
General Assist/Welfare 4,000.00 285.72 4,000.00
Old Age Assist 1,000.00 1,000.00
Culture & Recreation
Community Park 200.00 120.00 200.00
Recreation 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Beach 1,000.00 414.50 1,500.00
Library 13,981.00 13,773.63 15,291.00
Debt Service TAN 2,500.00 2,500.00
Capital Reserve
Fire Truck Cap Reserve 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
Police Car Cap Reserve 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
Veteran Hall Furnace Cap Res 8,500.00 8,500.00 8,500.00
Municipal Building Fund Cap Res 5,000.00
Property Re evaluation Fund Cap Res 5,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $ 405,724.00 $ 381,071.05 $ 473,196.00
12.
1998 SOURCES OF REVENUE
Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Licenses Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Municipal Agent Fee
Building Permits
Other Licenses and Permits
From State
Shared Revenue













































RICHMOND TOWN MEETING RESULTS 1998
The moderator announced that the polls will be kept open until the meeting is adjourned.
He also announced settled articles will not be allowed back on the floor. The moderator then
announced there was a word processing error in articles 37, 38 & 39: the words Expendable
General Trust Funds should have read Capital Reserve Funds.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 pm. Reverend David Berman led the invocation.
Departed members were remembered with a moment of silence. The flag salute was led by the
Richmond Brownie Troop.
1. OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, Edward Campbell- 178
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, Richard C. Webber- 175
Trustee of Trust Funds for one (1) years, William Hatch- 194
Trustee of Trust Funds for three(3) years, Craig Beckman- 187
Treasurer for three (3) years, Ruth Flanders
Planning Board for three (3) years, Oxx Gordon Jr.- 140
Planning Board for three (3) years, Norma Thibodeau - 162
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Jonathan Bloom- 186
Trustee of Trust Funds for two(2) years, Elizabeth Beckman- 183
Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years, Robert VanBrocklin - 201
2. The Town voted by ballot to accept the 1998 revision to the Richmond Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Richmond Planning Board in accordance with the statutes of the
State ofNew Hampshire.
The Town voted in favor to amend ARTICLE 5 LAKESIDE DISTRICT to read as
follows:505.2 "150 feet from the normal high water mark". 128- yes; 71- no. Passed.
3. The Town voted in favor to amend the Richmond Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1.) Amend ARTICLE 5 LAKESIDE DISTRICT to read as follows
501.3 Add Youth Camps, Educational & Cultural Facilities by special exception of the
Board of Adjustment, subject to thee conditions set forth in Article 10.
2.) Amend ARTICLE 10 to Add Youth Camps, Educational & Cultural
Facilities.
1001.5.1 The Minimum Lot size shall be 20 acres. All lake frontage shall be a minimum of
250'; road frontage and yard requirements of the district shall apply.
14.
1001.5.2 No structure or facility may be located closer than 50 feet to an abutting
property line. Appropriate screening or fencing may be required by the Planning Board
during Site Plan Review to protect abutter from unwanted noise or visual disturbance.
1001.5.3 No setback from the reference line shall be required by the ordnance for the
building of boathouse's that are less than 200 square feet in size.
1001.5.4 Any change or expansion in use or scale of activity is subject to a new Special
Exception approval from the Board of Adjustment and Site Plan Review by the Planning
Board.
1001.5.5 In addition to the above conditions, any proposal for such use is also subject to
the Special Exception criteria forth above in paragraph 1001.1.
Definitions:
Educational & Cultural Facilities - Establishments designed for instructional use or the
appreciation for literature, music and the arts, which are operated by not for profit
organizations.
Youth Camps - Any establishment operated by a not-for-profit organization, having the
general characteristics of a camp as the term is customarily understood, used for the
recreational and or educational purposes, accommodating 50 or more children under the
age of 1 8 either for a period of 7 days or more, or for day camping events, and
including customary accessory uses upon which the operation of the camp is dependent,
e.g., dining & sleeping facilities for campers and staff, function rooms, etc.
(by petition) (Recommend by the Planning Board) 135-yes; 66- no. Passed.
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,500 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses, or take any action thereon.Passed.
15.
3
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,633 for Election,
Registration, &Vital Statistics, or take any action thereon Passed.
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18. 126 for Financial
Administration, or take any action thereon. Passed.
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses, or take any action thereon.Passed.
8. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,560 for Employee Benefits,
or take any action thereon.Passed.
9. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning, or take any action thereon.Passed.
10. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,600 for General
Government Buildings, or take any action thereon.Passed.
1 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3, 100 for Cemeteries, or take
any action thereon. Passed.
12. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 7,500 for Insurance, or take
any action thereon. Passed.
1 3 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,900 for Other General
Government (town report), or take any action thereon. Passed.
14. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for the Police
Department, or take any action thereon. Passed.
15. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Ambulance Service,
or take any action thereon. Passed.
16. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,000 for the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon. Passed.
17. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the Rescue Squad, or
take any action thereon. Passed.
18. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,900 for Emergency
Management , or take any action thereon.Passed.
19. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $50 for the Health Department,
16.
or take any action thereon.Passed.
20. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire Department
Equipment Fund, or take any action thereon. Passed.
2 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon. Passed.
22. The Town voted to raise $66,581 and appropriate the sum of $105,000 for Highways
and Streets, or take any action thereon. Passed.
23 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street Lighting, or
take any action thereon. Passed.
24. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,000 for Solid Waste
Disposal, or take any action thereon. Passed.
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home Health
Care and Community Service, or take any action thereon.(By Request). Passed.
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $924 for the Monadnock Family
& Mental Health Service, or take any action thereon.(By Request). Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request). Passed.
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request). Passed.
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum $500 for Camp Holiday or take
any action thereon (By Request). Passed.
30. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct Assistance, or
take any action thereon. Passed.
3 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare, or take any action thereon. Passed.
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the Community Park
Commission, or take any action thereon. Passed.
33. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation
Committee, or take any action thereon. Passed.
17.
5
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 for the Beach
Committee, or take any action thereon. Passed.
35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,981 for the Library, or take
any action thereon. Passed.
36. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax
Anticipation Notes, or take any action thereon. Passed.
37. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA 35:1, known as the Fire
Truck Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required). Passed.
38. The Town voted to create a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions ofRSA 35:1
to be known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle, and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in this fund and to designate the
Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the fund. (Majority vote required.) The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Passed.
39. The Town voted to create a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions ofRSA 35:1
to be known as the Veteran Hall Furnace Fund, for the purpose of replacing the furnace and
installing insulation in the Veterans Hall, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,500.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). Passed.
40. The Town voted to establish the Richmond 250 Commission to plan for, organize and
coordinate activities celebrating the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the incorporation of
the Town of Richmond in 1752 by charter granted by King George of Great Britain. The
Commission shall have three to five members, appointed by the Selectboard, and shall expire with
its report to the Town Meeting 2003 . The commission shall plan for, authorize, organize and
coordinate activities relating to the celebration, and shall request, allocate and approve the
expenditure of any funds appropriated by the Town for this purpose, (by petition). Passed.
41.The Town voted to authorize the Richmond Conservation Commission to negotiate
with a bona fide conservation organization to convey a conservation easement on the Harry J.
Bennett Town Forest. This easement, which would require final approval by the Selectmen,
would give permanent protection to the Town Forest. Passed.
42. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of Town affairs. Passed.
43. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use of the
18.
Town in anticipation of taxes. Passed.
44. The town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed.
45 The Town voted to hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen
and to take any action thereon. Passed. Reports written. None read at meeting given at meeting.
46. The Town voted to take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
Passed.
The Selectmen were asked to take a position regarding line items/ vs lump sum issue, especially
regarding zoning ordinances.
Monadnock Regional School Board is allowing a Keene student to attend Monadnock
school.with out tuition. Dick Webber has letter to this effect. Selectman will write to the
Monadnock School Board.
Motion to adjourn. Passed. 8:29 pm










Executive 34,500.00 34,856.59 (356.59)
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 25,633.00 22,187.00 3,446.00
Financial Administration 18,126.00 18,530.86 (404.86)
Legal Expense 8,000.00 4,433.31 3,566.69
Benefits 12,560.00 13,044.72 (484.72)
Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 3,353.82 146.18
General Government Buildings 13,600.00 8,360.83 5,239.17
Cemeteries 3,100.00 3,100.00 -
Insurance 17,500.00 15,274.00 2,226.00
Town Report 1,900.00 2,141.52 (241.52)
Police Department 30,000.00 29,053.29 946.71
Ambulance 10,000.00 7,955.01 2,044.99
Fire Department 15,000.00 14,050.95 949.05
Rescue Squad 4,000.00 3,471.97 528.03
Health Administration 50.00 50.00 -
Emergency Management 4,900.00 1,507.83 3,392.17
Fire Dept Equipment Fund 250.00 250.00 -
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 -
Highways & Streets 105,000.00 104,674.66 325.34
Blinker 1,200.00 1,064.89 135.11
SW Disposal Winchester 28,000.00 31,653.23 (3,653.23)
Landfill Closure Plan 3,304.72 (3,304.72)
Home Health Care 3,000.00 934.00 2,066.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 -
Keene Community Kitchen 500.00 500.00 -
Southwestern Community Service 500.00 500.00 -
Camp Holiday 500.00 500.00 -
General Assistance/Welfare 4,000.00 285.72 3,714.28
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00 1,000.00
Community Park 200.00 120.00 80.00
Recreation 2,000.00 2,000.00 -
Beach 1,000.00 414.50 585.50
Library 13,981.00 13,773.63 207.37
Debt Service TAN 2,500.00 2,500.00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve 20,000.00 20,000.00 -
Police Car Capital Reserve 10,000.00 10,000.00 -
x/eteran Hall Furnace Capital Reserve 8,500.00 8,500.00 -
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $ 405,724.00 $381,071.05 $ 24,652.95
20.
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Other Taxes




Meals & Rooms Tax
Highway Block Grant
Other State Grants (incl Solid Waste)
Licenses, Permits, and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees















Actual Estimated Excess Deficit
76,679.46 29,000.00 47,679.46
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22.
Town of Richmond NH
Comparative Balance Sheet
December 31, 1998 and 1997
ASSETS 1998 1997
Cash on Hand $457,106.16 $415,975.75
Investments 182,674.58 87,016.09
Tax Lien Receivables 62,136.82 67,773.74
Property Taxes Receivable 146,410.02 142,122.70
Yield Tax Receivable 9,712.64 1,816.32
Allowance for Uncollectible Taxes (46,076.75) (15,623.36)




MRSD Excess Appropriation Requested 36,762.00
Monadnock Regional School District 555,697.00 574,241.28
Total Liabilities 555.697.00 611,003.28
NET SURPLUS 256,266.47 88,077.96
1998 BUDGET SUMMARY
Actual Town Revenue $352,895.56
Estimated Revenue 209,360.00
Net Revenue Surplus $ 143.535.56
Actual Town Expenditures $ 381 ,071 .05
Budget Appropriation 405,72400
Net Appropriation Surplus $ 24,652.95
1998 Net Budget Surplus $168,188.51
1997 Fund Balance $ 88,077.96 $ 88,077.96
1 998 FUND BALANCE $ 256,266.47
23.




Submitted herewith is the report on the audit and examination of the Town of Richmond
accounts and records for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1998. The financial statements are
an integral part of this report and must be retained by the Town Clerk with other permanent town
records.
SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
The examination and audit included the accounts and records of the Richmond
Selectboard, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, and Trustees of the Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
I The Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures show a net unexpended balance of
appropriations amounting to $24,652.95.
2. The Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenue shows a net revenue in excess of
$143,535.56 over revenue anticipated. This is due to receipt of additional Solid Waste Grant
funding, a high volume of Motor Vehicle and an increase in revenue from Timber Yield Tax.
3 The Accounts of the Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector have been summarized and
compared with those of the Selectboard.
4 In 1998 Richmond encountered no long term or short term debt.
5 The Town of Richmond invests excess funds in NH Public Deposit Investment Pool.
AUDIT PROCEDURES
The records and accounts of the Town Officials responsible for the custody, receipt and
disbursements of public funds, as indicated in the scope of the audit were examined an verified to
the best of my knowledge and ability. Town books and papers were carefully reviewed and
examined. Samples of various records and activity were pulled and verified for accuracy in all
departments
CERTIFICATION OF AUDIT
1 hereby certify that 1 have examined and audited the accounts and records of the Town of
Richmond, New Hampshire, for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1998. In my opinion the
attached statements represent the financial position of the Town of Richmond for this period.
APPRECIATION
I wish to thank the Richmond Selectboard for having faith in my ability to do this work.
Lynn Adams for working so diligently through 1 998 learning "modified accrual". To Pam Goodell
and Ruth Flanders for keeping clear and accurate records. To Neil Moriarty for re explaining the






Uncollected Taxes, Beginning of Year
Property Taxes 142,122.70
Yield Taxes 1,816.32
Taxes Committed this year:
Property Taxes 1,379,212.38
Yield Taxes 102,965.74
Land Use Change 312.32
Late Inventory Penalties 1,244.35
Overpayments
Property Taxes 714.55 1,250.05
Yield Taxes
Tax Lien 203.04
Interest Collected on 1.83
Delinquent Taxes 3,272.67 5,963.46
TOTAL DEBITS $1,487,925.05 $151,154.36
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 1,230,503.21 142,069.06
Land Use Change 312.32






Property Taxes 3,616.02 629.25
Yield Taxes 17,448.55 976.41
Uncollected Taxes End of Year:
Property Taxes 146,410.02
Yield Taxes 9,712.64
TOTAL CREDITS $1,487,925.05 $151,154.36
25.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
1995 &
1997 1996 Prior




During Fiscal Year: 65,713.44
Interest & Costs Collected
Interest 1,616.49 7,682.15 7,664.85
Lien Costs 617.82 582.00 667.50
Overpayment
TOTAL DEBITS $67,947.75 $55,074.20 $43,968.79
Remittance to Treasurer:
Redemption's 26,940.89 32,905.05 26,117.17
Interest/Costs
Interest 1,616.49 7,682.15 7,664.85
Lien Penalties 617.82 582.00 667.50
Unredeemed Liens Bal
End of Year 38,772.55 13,905.00 9,459.27
TOTAL CREDITS 67,947.75 55,074.20 43,908.79
Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis? RSA76:15-a YES
Submitted By
Neil Moriarty, Tax Collector
26.
Taxcollector's Report
Summary of Unredeemed Liens
Fiscal Year ending December 31, 1998
1995&
Taxpayer 1997 Levy 1996 Levy prior Levies
$ $ $
Bailey, Kathleen 695
BEERS, MARY HAWLEY 2,398 2,392
BROTHERS of OUR LADY 4,506
BRYAN, REV JOHN 2,059
CLARK, JAMES & CAROL 2,125
CONDON, LOREAL 1,907
DODGE, BRIAN KEITH 427
FINDLAY, M CATHERINE 2,258 1,137
FORD, RICHARD 95 101 39
FOSTER, CECILY 1,068
FOURNIER, FRANCIS & EMILY 2,506 2,464
HILLOCK, JOHN & AUDREY 2,046 1,836
KEENAN, JAMES 4,650
MURDOCK, DONALD 60
NICHOLS, GEORGE & YVONNE 1,628
PRIMROSE, KATHLEEN 1,808
RIZK, RANIA 945 942
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM 3,594 2,637
SWANSON, CARL & FRANCINE 2,336 2,337 9,753
TWERDY, BEVERLY 2,196 59
Levy totals $ 39,308 $ 13,905 $ 9,792
27.
Tax Collector's Report
Summary of Yield Tax Operations
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1998
Yield Tax 1998 Levy
Name
BERMAN, DAVID & BRENDA
BRIEDIS, ROBERT
BUGATCH, SHARON
BUSH, CHRISTOPHER & DIANE
CROTEAU, CRAIG
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
DAVIS, JOSEPH & CATHY
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT INC, c/o
HATCH, WILLIAM & PATRICIA





Koch & Koch Blder & Developers
Lakeville Shores Inc
LaPLUME, RUSSELL & JUDITH
LAUGHNER, PAUL JR & SUSAN
LEWIS MD, ROBERT
MADEN, SUZANNE & PHIL
McNAMARA, RICHARD & BRIDGET
McWirk, Kathryn
PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D
QUINT ESTATE, JOHN
RANDALL, JOHN & MARGARET




VAN VALZAH, ROBERT & DORIS
WEINSTEIN, EMANUEL & RUTH
WELCH, JUDITH & PAULA




































total taxes collected, does not reflect any rebates by Selectmen's office
28.
Tax Collector's Report 1998 End of Year
I would like to thank Rick McCarthy {past tax collector) for his excellent and
patient training in tax collector duties - it sure made the transition as smooth as
possible. Additionally, the tax office, and I'm sure the town concurs, wishes to
thank David Kochman (past deputy Tax Collector) for his assistance while he was
with us. David {who held many positions within the town government), and Rick,
made notable contributions, while they were in the Richmond town government.
1998 was a year of change for the tax department. Jonathan Bloom accepted the
Deputy Tax Collector's position. Another major change was conversion to both
new computer hardware, and a totally rewritten tax collection software package.
Besides making my life easier, the new system carries more data with quicker
information access - to answer your questions.
We also saw significant reduction in past due property taxes in 1998 - including
our oldest outstanding account. Many other transfers of property ownership
{which usually brings taxes up to date) reduced our outstanding taxes even further.
In 1999, 1 would like to see ifwe can solve the lack of ability {in the tax system)\o
look up a property by street address {called 911 address). This would create
access to information for people that do not know the current property owner, or




Richmond Property Summary - 1998
By Area
parcels
Legend Classification Quantity Acreage
1 In Current Use 517 18,245
2 Residential 836 4,678















Legend Classification Assessed Value
1 In Current Use $ 1,569,060
2 Residential $ 21,430,686
3 Commercial $ 77,700











DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division Concord NH 03302-1122




Less: Shared Revenues 6,204
Add: Overlay 25,069
Add: War Service Credits 3,500
Net Town Appropriation 149,394
Special Adjustment
Approved Town Tax Effort 149,394
Municipal Tax Rate
School Portion
Due to Local School
Due to Regional School 1,120,437
Less. Shared Revenues 7,690
Net School Appropriation 1,112,747
Special Adjustment
Approved School Tax Effort 1,112,747
School Tax Rate
County Portion
Due to County 113,150
Less: Shared Revenue 670
Net County Appropriation 112,480
Special Adjustment





Total Property Taxes Assessed
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits












Treasurer: 56,000 Tax Collector: 54,000 Town Clerk: 12,000




I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 1998
through December 31, 1998.






Landfill Fees (181 + 1 commercial)
Marriage Licenses (7)
Misc (maps) (postage)
Motor Vehicles Issued (1285)
1 Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees (1141)
Subdivision Regulations (2)

























Revenue collected this year in the Town Clerk's office
increased approximately $17,000 over last year! Keep those new
(and leased) cars coming! We are now taking in about $50,000 more
a year than when I first started in 1991. The largest part of this
is due to vehicle registrations. We registered 1275 cars this
year. Eighty-nine percent of the people chose to do the state
portion of their registrations in town.
Work was completed on a new closet in the office, and this is
the final step in our present organization plans.
My continued thanks to Deb Vaughan and Maureen Griffin-
DuVerger for all their hard work. We also added Terri O'Rorke to
our staff this year and we would like to officially welcome her as
well.
The close of 1998 leaves us preparing for the big changes in
the Title Law and new plate issue procedures. The new plates with
their more colorful design have arrived and will be dispensed
starting January 4th. We have been trying to get the word out to
people that also starting January 4th they should not buy or sell
a vehicle with a model year of 1989 or newer without a title.






Balance on hand CFX Bank, January 1, 1998









Subdivision & Zoning Regulations 75.00
Liens 307.00
Vital Search Fees 234.00
Copies/Postage/Maps/Check Penalties 150.50




Property Tax 1 997 142069.06
Property Tax 1 998 1230503.27
Property Tax Interest 7124.75
Yield Tax 76679.46
Yield Tax Interest 2095.24
Yield Tax Penalty 60.00
Tax Liens 86963.57
Tax Lien Interest 16230.03
Tax Lien Penalties 1660.32
Property Tax Penalties 3113.55
Miscellaneous 0,12
1566499.37
State of New Hamshire
Rooms & Meals Tax 14127.73
Highway Block Grant 41681.11
Revenue Sharing 19212,03
75020.87






Planning Board Fees (Subdivision Fees, 878.00
Applications, Zoning Reg. Etc.)
Land Fill Closure 39565.35




Road Book Reimbursement 40.00
Tax Refund 239.40















47113.61 1793766 , 75
TOTAL FUNDS COLLECTED (ALL SOURCES) 2831744.25
Balance of Statement
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
TOTAL ORDERS PAID 2374638.09
Balance on Hand CFX Bank, December 31, 1998








EQUIPMENT FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1998 625.37
Deposited to Savings Account During 1998
Reimbursement
From Town of Richmond, NH 250.00
Interest from CFX Bank 17.13
Paid out of Savings Account During 1 998 1 1 1 .00




POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1998
Interest from CFX Bank






NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 1998
Deposit in NH Public Deposit 700000.00
Transfered from NHPD to CFX Bank 61 7001 .75
Interest from NHPD 1266004







1998 EXPENSE REPORT SUMMARY
Account Expenditures
Executive Office
















Meadowood County Fire Dept



















Fire Truck Capital Reserve
Police Vehicle Capital Reserve





















































Selectboard $ 4,500.00 $ 4,500.00 $
Moderator 100.00 232.86 (132.86)
Secretarial 15,000.00 17,965.00 (2,965.00)
Office Equipment 3,000.00 2,925.00 75.00
Supplies 1 ,600.00 1,173.71 426.29
Advertising 150.00 198.99 (48.99)
Dues Subs Fees 3,000.00 2,412.56 587.44
Postage 1,300.00 870.36 429.64
Mileage 300.00 49.96 250.04
Telephone 1,500.00 1,399.66 100.34
Office exp Repair 250.00 250.00
Deeds 50.00 112.88 (62.88)
Tax Maps 2,000.00 1,675.49 324.51
Printing Pubs 500.00 577.92 (77.92)
Probate Court - -
Misc Exp 1,200.00 723.20 476.80
Bank Fees 50.00 39.00 11.00
Total Executive Office 34,500.00 34,856.59 (356.59)
Election Reg Vitals
Ballot Clerks Wages 700.00 250.06 449.94
Salary Town Clerk 11,225.00 8,434.25 2,790.75
Salary Deputy 3,094.00 2,405.80 688.20
Salary Asst Deputy 1,089.00 1 ,922.24 (833.24)
Supervisor Checklist 500.00 646.06 (146.06)
Office Assistant 2,641.50 (2,641.50)
Advertising 100.00 33.92 66.08
Mileage 350.00 296.77 53.23
Publication/Books 200.00 156.25 .43.75
Travel/Seminars/Training 475.00 297.00 178.00
Restoration 900.00 932.00 (32.00)
Checklist Copies 25.00 - 25.00
Ballot Printing 100.00 75.15 24.85
Marriage Lie Fees 300.00 266.00 34.00
State Vital Stats 150.00 108.00 42.00
Town Clerk Vital Stats 125.00 84.00 41.00
TCIerk UCC & Fed Liens 250.00 292.00 (42.00)
State Dog License Fees 600.00 455.50 144.50
Munic Agent Fee 2,200.00 1,601.50 598.50
Office Equipment 3,250.00 1,289.00 1,961.00
Total Election Reg Vitals 25,633.00 22,187.00 3,446.00
Financial
Assessor 2,000.00 1,956.00 44.00
Treasurer 1 ,200.00 1,200.00 -
Auditor 600.00 600.00 -
Deputy Treasurer 200.00 200.00 -
Salary Tax Collector 3,600.00 3,600.00 -
Salary Deputy Tax Collector 400.00 400.00 -
Tax Collector Liens Filed 3,500.00 2,834.25 665.75
Travel/Seminars/Conference 500.00 1,154.47 (654.47)
Postage 500.00 800.05 (300.05)





FA Data Processing 2,400.00 2,237.81 162.19
Mileage 400.00 653.70 (253.70)
Consultant/Advisor 2,100.00 2,100.00 -
Total Financial 18,126.00 18,530.86 (404.86)
Legal
Misc Legal Costs 8,000.00 4,433.31 3,566.69
Total Legal
Benefits
Town Share Fica 5,560.00 6,232.44 (672.44)
NHMA Ins Trust BC/BS 7,000.00 6,812.28 187.72
Total Benefits 12,560.00 13,044.72 (484.72)
Planning & Zoning
Pt Salaries
Supplies 25.00 19.67 5.33
Advertising 100.00 197.99 (97.99)
Travel/Seminars/Training 175.00 150.00 25.00
Postage 99.72 (99.72)
Secretarial 900.00 962.00 (62.00)
Publications 500.00 577.30 (77.30)
SW Regional Planning 1,100.00 1,182.00 (82.00)
Legal 500.00 500.00
Copies 150.00 75.14 74.86
Miscellaneous 50.00 90.00 (40.00)
Total Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 3,353.82 146.18
General Government Bigs
Supplies 100.00 202.18 (102.18)
PSNH 1,800.00 1,124.32 675.68
Heating 3,000.00 1,668.54 1,331.46
Misc Maint 500.00 456.96 43.04
Snow Plowing Bldgs 3,500.00 2,563.00 937.00
Custodial Mowing 800.00 864.83 (64.83)
Keene Gas Vets Hall 200.00 200.00
Refuse Removal 200.00 120.00 80.00
General Repair 3,500.00 1,361.00 2,139.00
Town Hall Renov -
Total Gen Gov Bldgs 13,600.00 8,360.83 5,239.17
Total Cemeteries 3,100.00 3,100.00 -
Insurance
Day Camp 200.00 150.00 50.00
Package Insurance 3,000.00 2,920.00 80.00
Automobile Insurance 5,650.00 5,851.00 (201 .00)
Workers Comp Ins 4,500.00 2,387.00 2,113.00
BurglaryVTheft - -
Fire/Rescue Liability 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Public Official Liab 2,400.00 3,477.00 (1,077.00)
Police Professional 489.00 (489.00)









Total Town Report 1,900.00 2,141.52 (241.52)
Police Department
Full Time Salaries
Part Time Salaries 11,800.00 8,415.50 3,384.50
School Crossing Guard 1,500.00 1,416.00 84.00
Supplies 2,000.00 1,434.54 565.46
Advertising -
Public Service 600.00 360.29 239.71
Conf Dues & Assoc 1,200.00 1,200.00
Postage 50.00 42.00 8.00
Mileage 500.00 322.00 178.00
Telephone 1 ,200.00 903.37 296.63
Office Expenses 1,000.00 2,763.54 (1,763.54)
Heat 1,200.00 782.07 417.93
Publications 500.00 645.89 (145.89)
Uniforms -
Uniform Cleaning -
Equipment 2,500.00 7,425.77 (4,925.77)
Radio/Radar -
Dispatch -
Vehicle Repair 3,000.00 2,947.92 52.08
Vehicle Fuel 1,200.00 677.50 522.50
Dog Control 250.00 60.00 190.00
Training 1,500.00 185.00 1,315.00
Misc 671.90 (671 .90)
Total Police Department 30,000.00 29,053.29 946.71
Total Ambulance 10,000.00 7,955.01 2,044.99
Fire Department
Supplies 200.00 611.65 (41 1 .65)
PSNH 900.00 865.10 34.90
Telephone 400.00 400.00
Immunization 700.00 700.00
Heat 1 ,600.00 811.01 788.99
Vehicle Repair 2,000.00 863.69 1,136.31
Equipment Fuel 500.00 420.86 79.14
Training 2,000.00 525.74 1,474.26
Forest Fire Expense 100.00 51.92 48.08
Equipment 3,000.00 5,367.39 (2,367.39)
Radio 800.00 346.36 453.64
Bldg Maintenance 1,000.00 1,727.92 (727.92)
Water Supply Hydrant 1,000.00 1,502.51 (502.51)
Miscellaneous 800.00 956.80 (156.80)
Total Fire Department 15,000.00 14,050.95 949.05
Richmond Rescue
Rescue Squad Supplies 1,000.00 972.00 28.00






Vehicles 300.00 57.23 242.77
Fuel 100.00 100.00
Training 1,600.00 1,519.00 81.00
Immunization 500.00 449.00 51.00
Protective Clothing 500.00 213.00 287.00
Miscellaneous 61.74 (61 .74)
Total Richmond Rescue 4,000.00 3,471.97 528.03
Emergency Management
PSNH 500.00 300.41 199.59
Telephone 900.00 887.10 12.90
Office Expense -
Heat 800.00 320.32 479.68
Equipment -
Equipment Repairs 800.00 - 800.00
Communication -




Total Emergency Management 4,900.00 1,507.83 3,392.17
Other Public Safety
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 -
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 -
Total Other Public Safety 550.00 550.00 -
Highways & Streets
Full Time Labor 8,000.00 7,139.40 860.60
Part Time Labor 6,000.00 9,620.09 (3,620.09)
Mileage 1,300.00 1,072.96 227.04
Misc 500.00 675.77 (175.77)
Drilling & Blasting 1,500.00 1,500.00
Sand & Gravel 6,000.00 24,042.00 (18,042.00)
Signs 300.00 63.05 236.95
Truck Reimbursement 900.00 345.00 555.00
Grading & Paving 10,000.00 11,130.00 (1,130.00)
Oiling -
Brush Removal 800.00 85.00 715.00
Patch/Seal 27,700.00 ' 11,840.28 15,859.72
Tools -
Snow Plow 35,000.00 31,230.00 3,770.00
Spring Repair/Sweeping 2,000.00 4,540.00 (2,540.00)
Culverts 1,000.00 339.20 660.80
Class 5 Road Expense -
Bridge Maintenance 1,000.00 233.40 766.60
Equipment 1,000.00 1,500.00 (500.00)
Salt 2,000.00 818.51 1,181.49
Total Highways & Streets 105,000.00 104,674.66 325.34







SW Disposal Winchester 28,000.00 31,653.23 (3,653.23)
Dump Closure Plan 3,304.72 (3,304.72)
Total Solid Waste Management 28,000.00 34,957.95 (6,957.95)
Total Health Administration 50.00 50.00 -
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 3,000.00 934.00 2,066.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 -
Keene Community Kitchen 500.00 500.00 -
Southwestern Comm Services 500.00 500.00 -
Camp Holiday 500.00 500.00 -




Utilities 1,000.00 285.72 714.28
Pharmeceutical 500.00 500.00
Gasoline 100.00 100.00
Total General Assistance/Welfc 4,000.00 285.72 3,714.28















Day Camp 900.00 900.00 -
Holiday Functions 1,100.00 1,100.00 -
Total Recreation Department 2,000.00 2,000.00 -
Town Beach
Repairs 900.00 414.50 485.50
Miscellaneous 100.00 100.00
Total Town Beach 1,000.00 414.50 585.50
Town Library
Librarian 6,046.00 5,838.25 207.75
Auditor 25.00 25.00
Books & Periodicals 3,500.00 3,500.00





Bond Insurance 50.00 50.00






Total Debt Service TAN
Fire Truck Cap Reserve (1995)
Police Vehicel Reserve (1998)
Vets Hall Furnace (1998)
Total Budget/Expenditures
Paid to Other Governments
Cheshire County
Monadnock Regional
Taxes Removed from Levie
Tax Collector Purchase Taxes
Tax Rebates






















REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THE TOWN OF RICHMOND
For Fiscal Yead Ended December 31, 1998 MS 9
PRINCIPLE INCOME
TOWN OF RICHMOND






4/10/1935 Cass, Esther M.
6/28/1937 Wheeler, John A.
7/28/1941 Avery, Ibie A.B.
1/24/1950 Van Brocklin, Ella & Warren
11/17/1957 Aldrich, Elliot W.
6/5/1959 Perry, Francis M.
4/23/1963 Martin, Edward A. & Eunice E
3/15/1965 MacClaren, Laura
3/15/1965 Freeman, William L. & Walte
3/8/1966 Hurst, Edward A. & Eugenie
6/27/1967 Johnson, Ander T.
3/15/1968 Whitney F. Ralph and Emily I
3/15/1968 Cronk, Baird
3/15/1968 Howard, Earl R.
12/18/1970 Garnsey, William A.
3/10/1972 Johnson, Carl A..
3/10/1975 Stinson, Arthur E. & Ruby
3/24/1978 Hood, Nettie
3/13/1981 Bullock
5/1/1986 Holman, Lloyde & Phyllis
6/24/1986 Beaman, Charles & Marianne
3/24/1987 Robbins, Leland & Dorothy
10/8/1987 Cronk, George & Frances
8/8/1988 Bowers, James, Sheila & Ani
11/9/1989 Blais, George
6/9/1991 Bickford, Cecily
7/9/1991 Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy
6/12/1992 Holland, Emily
6/12/1992 Merwin, Augustus W. & Eleai
8/20/1992 Bartram, Stanley & Margaret
8/12/1994 Wilson, Peter & Penelope
8/12/1994 Heist, Roy
8/12/1994 2 Plots Unnamed
12/31/1994 Sumner, Tex
12/31/1994 Faust, Alfred & Beatrix
12/31/1994 D'Orio, Frank & Doris
3/15/1995 Wheeler, Donald & Julie
Beginning Ending Beginning Income
Balance Balance Balance 0.0539101
6.41 6.41 3.10 0.51
200.00 200.00 128.27 17.70
100.00 100.00 42.21 7.67
100.00 100.00 59.25 8.59
200.00 200.00 136.28 18.13
200.00 200.00 134.69 18.04
100.00 100.00 58.22 8.53
100.00 100.00 58.16 8.53
223.93 223.93 141.90 19.72
200.00 200.00 122.62 17.39
300.00 300.00 199.22 26.91
100.00 100.00 56.92 8.46
100.00 100.00 55.63 8.39
200.00 200.00 113.23 16.89
100.00 100.00 55.40 8.38
200.00 200.00 112.01 16.82
200.00 200.00 110.25 16.73
200.00 200.00 110.81 16.76
100.00 100.00 55.23 8.37
100.00 100.00 51.32 8.16
200.00 200.00 99.89 16.17
200.00 200.00 93.54 15.82
200.00 200.00 98.09 16.07
500.00 500.00 245.12 40.17
50.00 50.00 22.87 3.93
50.00 50.00 22.87 3.93
200.00 200.00 89.04 15.58
100.00 100.00 44.52 7.79
75.00 75.00 29.53 5.64
275.00 275.00 95.71 19.99
50.00 50.00 14.30 3.47
50.00 50.00 14.15 3.46
50.00 50.00 11.28 3.30
25.00 25.00 5.63 1.65
300.00 300.00 59.87 19.40
50.00 50.00 9.80 3.22
100.00 100.00 19.60 6.45
50.00 50.00 9.80 3.22
150.00 150.00 26.49 9.51
25.00 25.00 4.43 1.59
25.00 25.00 4.43 1.59
75.00 75.00 13.26 4.76
Expended
5,830.34 5,830.34 2,838.94Total of Common Cemetery Trusts
Other Funds
9/1 5/1 975 E.R. Howard Memorial Trust 1 ,500.00
10/1/1937 Mary Stearns School Fund 500.00
4/1 3/1 995 Fire Truck Capital Reserve F 30,000.00
5/15/1998 Veterans Hall Furnace
5/15/1998 Police Vehicle












































































































1 998 was a busy but low profile year for the town of Richmond.
Revenues exceeded estimates thanks to the receipt of a reimbursement from the state
of more than $40,000 for expenses incurred in closing the landfill and a Yield Tax that
generated about $50,000 more than was anticipated.
We continued the growth we have experienced through the 90 's with the issuance of
1 1 building permits for new residential units.
A Police Department was re-established with the hiring of Andrew Wood in July.
Much has been accomplished in upgrading the levels and caliber of service provided.
Our expanded hours continue to be well received. Lynn is kept very busy answering
questions, supporting the documentation needs of the selectmen and helping locate
information for the general public.
A contract was established with Cartographic Associates that will ensure that our tax
maps are brought up-to-date and remain current.
Selectmen from the 8 towns comprising our school district now meet quarterly (more
often if needed) to discuss shared problems and concerns. While our initial focus is on
the schools, we intend ongoing dialogue of all issues impacting our towns.
An out of court settlement was reached with PSNH on the assessed value of their lines
and equipment. This resulted in an increase of more than $1 million from their 1995
valuation.
We continue to be greatly indebted to all that so generously give of their time and
expertise for the good of our town. Without the continued dedication and willingness of
the good people of Richmond we could probably not afford to live here.
A special THANK YOU is due to E. 'Bud' Jacobson, G. Cote, R. Weekes and N.
Woodward for all of their energy and resourcefulness in working with our neighboring
towns to complete the Perambulation and to our local Brownie Troop for the work they
did in cleaning and painting the Vets Hall kitchen.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward C. Campbell, Chairman Dana Taylor Weldon Mattson
43.
1998 RICHMOND ARCHIVES REPORT
With the aid ofRuth Flanders, the archives has made considerable progress in
1998 in organizing and conserving its collections. Our budget though very small allowed
us to purchase supplies to organize documents in various areas to make them more "user
friendly". A considerable list of supplies needed for the coming year has been made and
presented to the library trustees for the 1999 budget. Sorting and cataloging was aided by
donation of notebooks from the Jeffries of Walpole N.H. On a weekly basis Ruth and
Norma have worked in the archives to sort. Ruth has organized all of the voter
registration lists that we have from about 1820 to 1900 and made a very handy computer
list which will be a very useful tool for researcher seeking information on registered voters
for about a 100 year period.
A number of papers were donated by various individuals. Pictures have also been
donated and are in the process of being identified, sorted, cataloged and some laser
copied. With the purchase of more archive shelves the collections will be sorted, divided,
sleeved and conserved in units particular to their place in time and event.
The work is getting more expensive each year and this year's budget is
considerably more than in any time in the past, but there are no frills in it. It is necessary
to conserve collections to use archival quality materials to maintain documents and
pictures safely for generations to come. As we are educated by workshops available to us
we learn more about what we can do with all of the materials we have in our collections.
We sincerely hope our request for funds in 1 999 will be approved to help us
maintain historical information for generations to come. There is a wonderfully historical
interesting, educational, and historically valuable collection in the Town ofRichmond that
we are so fortunate to have. We invite you to make an appointment to visit. The archives
is open by appointment Tuesdays thru Fridays 9 a.m. till noon. (239-4598)
Respectfully submitted
Norma Thibodeau, Archivist
Ruth Flanders, Sandy Laughner, Assistants
44.
1998 RICHMOND CONSERVATION COMMISSION
At the March 1998, Town Meeting a warrant article was passed authorizing the
Commission, subject to the Selectmen's approval, to negotiate with "a bona fide
conservation organization" to secure a conservation easement for the Harry J. Bennett
Town Forest. The Commission has consulted extensively with The Monadnock
Conservancy on this matter and is exploring a second opinion through the Society for the
Protection ofNew Hampshire Forests. We expect to submit our recommendation to the
Selectmen in the near future.
In accordance with newly-enacted statutes, the archives of the Commission's
minutes and correspondence are now lodged with the Town Clerk.
Jonathan Hill has given notice of his intent to resign as a member of the
Commission. As soon as his written resignation has been received the Commission will
submit the name of a new member for the Selectmen's approval.
Throughout the year the Commission has investigated several complaints of timber
harvest law violations and has made appropriate referrals to the District 10 Forest Fire
Ranger. We have also been consulted regarding identification of wetlands in conjunction
with permit application for proposed logging or development areas.
The next (an hopefully final) step in securing a permanent conservation easement
for Richmond's historic Harris soapstone Quarry will be to have a map and legal
description drawn up. These will become part of the easement's documentation and will
be incorporated into the deed to the property.
Similarly, the commission hopes that you will consider a conservation easement to
secure the long-term protection of your own land. It's the only feasible way to insure that
a treasured parcel of land will be forever used according to your wishes. If you would like
to know more about conservation easements - and their possible tax benefits - please
contact The Monadnock Conservancy, P.O Box 1035, Dublin NH 03444, or call
357-0600 (E-Mail: conservancy @top. monad, net).
Respectfully submitted
Norman E Tandy, Secretary
45.
RICHMOND POLICE DEPARTMENTANNUAL REPORT
In July of this past year it was my privilege to take over as the Administrative Head of
your police department. The town has experienced a great deal in the past several years. I have
been entrusted the distinctive pleasure and challenge of rebuilding the department.
Law enforcement has changed dramatically in the past several years. Community policing
has become the wave of the future. I believe strongly in this concept. I have applied to the United
States Department of Justice in an attempt to secure funding for a full time police officer and a
part time police officer for the town. The grant is offered by the Department of Justice under the
Universal Hiring funding from the federal government. The grant is designed to place more
police officers on the streets and to promote community policing.
Richmond is a growing community. During my short time here, I have answered an
average of seventy-five calls for service per month ranging from motor vehicle accidents to
attempting to locate a suspected murderer. I have also tried to enforce the motor vehicle laws in
an attempt to slow the traffic down on Route 1 19 and Route 32. Currently the town is covered on
a part time basis for approximately twenty hours a week. If the grant goes through and the town
approves it, the amount of coverage that the town will have will jump to approximately seventy
hours a week. This will allow the police department to become more involved with the
community.
There are several other grants offered by the State ofNew Hampshire and the Federal
Government to assist towns in gaining the additional funding to provide better service, a safer
work environment, and more updated equipment.
I would like to thank the other Town Departments and their personnel for their assistance
during my first six months here. I would also like to thank the people of Richmond for all the
support and confidence I have received. Additionally I would like to thank the civilian members
of the Richmond Police Department, Bob Van Brocklin and Jane Jillson, thanks for your help,
you have truly made my job easier.
I look forward to working in conjunction with the other services in town to establish
different programs for the younger citizens. The phrase, "the children are our future" is not just a
cliche, but a reality.
Please remember that if you have any questions or concerns don't hesitate to stop by the
office, drop a note, or simply call. 1 will make sure your call and concern is answered promptly.





The following statistics were generated by the Richmond Police Department for 1998.
These statistics are inconclusive of incidents covered by the New Hampshire State Police in
1998.
Vacant Property Checks 54
Assist Other A.gency 1
6
Follow-up call backs 40
Suspicious Vehicle/Person 19
Unwanted Subject 1




















Motor Vehicle Accidents 5
Motor Vehicle Warnings 117
Motor Vehicle Summons 25






Subdivision Regulations were amended and a new version was published in April.
The intent of the changes was to make the document more "user friendly", correct some
provisions that were misleading and unfair, and to include standards for road construction.
An amendment to the Zoning Ordinance was proposed on petition by the Cheshire
County YMCA to permit non-profit youth camps in the Lakeside Zone by Special
Exception. The Board recommended a vote of yes on this amendment which was
approved by ballot at Town Meeting. Subsequently, the YMCA applied for approval of a
site plan to construct a dining hall at the campsite. The plan was approved with conditions
that protected Cass Pond from wash of silt into the pond and protected trees and foliage
bordering the pond.
Two subdivisions were approved last year. One to Catherine and Gerald Margand
to create two three acre lots on Tully Brook Road, and another to Christian and Catherine
Tietgens for a five acre lot and a twenty five acre lot on Bullock Road.
The Board also approved a proposal by PSNH to trim trees throughout the Town
that could damage power lines. This approval was conditional on their satisfying Joe
Davis that cuttings would be properly removed.
At year end the Board accepted an application by the Blessed Sacrament
Community for a subdivision creating 1 8 lots between Fay Martin Road and Tully Brook
road. The Board will act on the proposal early in 1999.
Sincerely,
For the Richmond Planning Board
Gordon D. Oxx, Jr. Chairman
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
This was a year when some of the needed work was not accomplished on
schedule. We heard about it from Townfolk, and have taken steps to see that this is not
repeated next year. A large, dead pine tree was removed near the road in South
Cemetery. After some discussion among the Trustees, the purchase of a storage building
for South Cemetery was put off until spring in the hopes of finding someone local to build






THE RICHMOND RESCUE SQUAD
The Richmond Rescue Squad is a dedicated group of volunteers who serve our
town to provide emergency medical service. We are fortunate to have these volunteers.
They serve as First Responders, Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT's), and
Emergency Medical Technicians Intermediate (EMT-I's). Each level requires sacrifices,
hours of training, dedication and skill.
In 1 998. your squad responded to 8 motor vehicle accidents, 1 7 medical
emergencies (heard attack, choking, etc.), and 12 trama emergencies (falls, burns, etc.)
We also respond with the fire departmetn to town fire calls just in case someone gets hurt.
Ifyou would like to serve your town as a squad member, you will need to take a
first responder course and be certified in Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). A course
will be offered starting sometime in March. Please contact a squad member or Dana
















1998 Highlights from the Road Agent
January 6 Closed roads to loggers until roads refreeze.
March 2 Closed roads for mud season
March 3 Began spring repairs.
March 23 Closed roads for second mud season.
April 17 Began grading roads.
July 3 Ditching Fish Hatchery Road with grader.
August 26 Put down Cold Patch.
September 1 Ditching Sandy Pond Road with grader.
September 3 Paving: 227.76 Tons ofHot Top was put down with the grader.
New culverts were installed, one on County Road and two on Tully Brook Road.
This year's priority was playing catch up, cutting brush and cleaning roadsides. John
Burroughs of Alstead crushed 6000 cubic yards of gravel at Ed Martin's pit.
Improvements were made to the upper part of Old County Road. New planks and runners
were installed on the Martin Road Bridge. 12 applications for driveway permits were




Richmond Recreation Committee Report - Year End 1998
Submitted: January 1999
The Richmond Recreation Committee had a very productive year. We had the wonderful support of Camp
Takodah for a number of events and we had a lot of community support as well. We reached a wide variety
of children and networked with other community programs in order to offer the most enriching
experiences we could to the community.
Our first event was the annual Easter Egg Hunt. The event was held at Camp Takodah this year and was a
great success. We had a wonderful turn-out and everyone seemed to have a good time. Close to 300
eggs were hidden by the Richmond Junior Girl Scouts. We had an Easter Basket raffle which was open to
any child who attended. Each child also received a small gift from the committee. Of course, children
could also decorate Easter Eggs. Refreshments were served and the facility provided to us by Camp
Takodah was cozy and warm!
Summer programming was planned and organized throughout the months of April, May and June. Camp
Takodah worked very closely with the committee in order to plan quality swimming lessons for our children.
Camp Takodah paid swim instructors to teach our children this past summer and the results were
excellent. We had a firm deadline date (June 30th) for registering for summer programs last year and we
will continue to do so this year. The deadline date will be June 30th for this year as well. Having a firm
deadline date enables both Camp Takodah and the Richmond Recreation Committee to plan and offer the
best programs we can.
At Camp Takodah's request, our day camp and the first week of swimming lessons did not overlap this
year. In place of having swimming lessons overlap with day camp. Camp Takodah offered three days of
free-swim time for our day camp participants. This was greatl Campers looked forward to their free swim
time every day that it was offered. Swim tests were given on the last day of day camp and they went very
smoothly. Having ail the names and ages ahead of the swim test date really helped the testing process.
Day camp was a great success. We had almost forty children participate daily. Everyone had a lot of fun
and everyone behaved well too! We had some veteran counselors return to help and they worked
together well as a cohesive group. We also had a lot of adult assistance. This ranged from staying all day
to driving campers to free swim time at Camp Takodah. We really had a great time I A potluck supper
capped the week-long day camp. Campers and parents stayed until almost dark. It was a wonderful time.
The Recreation Committee changed their focus for Richmond Days. We marched in the parade and threw
candy (always a favorite). The race was certainly missedl We had in the past helped to register walkers for
the race. We had Patrick Nearing. a local talent who is both a magician and a juggler, provide
entertainment for children at the Chicken Barbeque. The children seemed to enjoy him very much. Other
organizations offered games to children this year. The Recreation Committee chose to offer
entertainment instead of games for 1998.
Our Halloween party was well attended, more people attended than last year but less than other years.
The Richmond Junior Girl Scouts told some scary stories, but unfortunately we did not have the wood or
help needed to have a campfire. Hopefully next year we will have a volunteer to coordinate this part of the
party. We had a lot of fun with pinatas. bobbing for apples, donuts on a string, and costume judging.
Some of the Junior Girl Scouts also played games with the younger children. Refreshments were served
and each child was given some Halloween goodies to take home with them. This yearwe also submitted
40 pumpkins to the pumpkin festival. Suzanne Deegan and I coordinated this effort. Center Stage in
Keene donated the pumpkins but Suzanne had to pick them up in Keene. We had about 15 children
come to carve pumpkins and all 40 were brought back up to Keene on the morning of the pumpkin
festival. Suzanne and I cleaned out all the pumpkins before we took them to the Vets Hall for the children
to carve them. It was a lot of work but it was a real treat to see our pumpkins displayed at the festival.
50.
The Christmas Sing-Along and visit from Santa was not well attended. We had only about 25 people
attend, which was way down from last year. Books were given as presents and all of the extras were given
to the Richmond Library. The committee feels that by donating the books to the library, the town is best
served.
We had hoped to offer a games program this year, but after the poor attendance at the Christmas function
we decided to hold off on this program. All of the Recreation Committee's programming takes a lot of time
and effort on the part of the committee members. Please feel free to offer suggestions to us. One
suggestion that we had this year was to hold the Halloween party indoors next year so that participants
wouldn't have to brave the cold. Another suggestion was to hold parties for adults. We can only improve
our programs with your feedback. We can only hope to extend our programming with community support.
We are always looking for new volunteers and potential members. The current three members do not feel
that they have the time to extend into programming for adults. If anyone is interested in helping with the
aspect of "community recreation", please let us knowl
We look forward to a wonderful year as we enter into the 21 st century. We hope to continue to rely on
Camp Takodah for all of their help and support for many years to come. Please look for mention of our
events in flyers that are distributed through the area schools; posters and flyers at the Four Comer Store,
Library and Town Hall; notices in the Richmond Rooster: and notices in the Star Spangled Banner. This
year registration forms for swimming and day camp will also be available at Camp Takodah. You can look for









Year Report for 1998
This has been a busy and a sad year for your fire department. We lost Lee Robbins.
Four lengths of bright yellow large diameter hose, remind us of Lee every time our
trucks are used in training, maintenance or emergencies. Those yellow lengths
stand out among the many lengths of red hose, just as Lee stood out among us, as
a leader and constant contributor to Richmond.
The amount of service provided the town continues to climb. Your fire department
responded to 65 emergencies in 1998. Distressingly, as the number of calls
increase each year, our volunteers are decreasing. We are concerned about our
lack of personnel. Any able bodied person who is willing to help please contact us
through Bud Jacobson at the store or through your selectmen. We are truly in need
of your help. We have a junior fire fighter program for 15 - 17 year olds eager to
learn. Yes, ladies too - you only have to lift your own body weight and be willing to
serve your community. Rescue too is always in need of personnel, and as every










Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1 998 Emergency Responses
We ask you to continue to put money into the "new truck" trust fund so that the
purchase of a new attack pumper, the replacement for our 1970 GMC, will not
cause a major upward aberration in our taxes.
The Richmond Fire Department continues to increase its ability to pump water over
long distances and develop new water sources throughout town. Many thanks to
the volunteers and their families who through their efforts make Richmond a safer






REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning.
Violations ofRSV 227-L: 17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New-
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also
liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands,
Forests Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire
suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest
laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-
2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the state. Each
town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest
fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we experienced an ice storm, which
caused severe damage to forests ofNew Hampshire. This damage created a greater potential fire hazard
as well as safety hazards to many areas of the state. Your local fire warden and Forest Rangers need
your assistance in preventing wildfires in these hard hit areas and throughout the State. If you need
assistance or information dealing with ice damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft
patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire
departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wild land fires and keeping the loss of




(All Fires Reported thru December 23, 1998)













Richmond Permits Issued 122
















Disposal of ashes 19
53.
LIBRARY REPORT FOR 1998
During 1998 the Library added 765 books, 8 books on audio cassette, and 15 videos. In addition,
we exchanged over 500 used paperbacks for others, adding hundreds of new titles to our collection on a
rotating basis and at little cost to the library. Twenty-one new library cards were issued this year.
While the Library remains committed to the printed word, we are also anxious to take advantage of
new technology, and our largest single purchase of the year was a new Pentium II 233 MHz computer,
along with a desk, computer cart and additional phone line specifically for Internet access. The Library has
also been wired with fire and burglar alarms. We sold our old TV/VCR, which we were no longer using, to
the Fire Department.
The new computer has enabled Dianne and Melissa to begin cataloging our ever-increasing
collection using the resources of the state library system, to connect to the Internet for research and
purchasing, and to keep our financial records more easily in order. While this computer is not available to
our "clients," Dianne can do some research for interested readers and we hope to be able to offer public
Internet access within the coming year. Already our Internet connection is proving its worth: we no longer
have to spend $200 annually for the New Hampshire RSAs because updates are available online.
The Trustees have embarked on a long-term program to upgrade the services we provide
Richmond residents to New Hampshire "Level 1" status. This will allow us, for example, to participate in
the statewide interlibrary loan program. To that end, the Library has joined the American Library
Association and has begun increasing the librarian's and Library's hours. The Library has been open three
days a week on an experimental basis through the winter. If it is a success, we will continue these "winter"
hours over the summer and increase hours when the Library is open to the public. Melissa attended the
New Hampshire Library Association annual conference in May and participated in workshops on several
important topics. Dianne has been taking several courses in Library Science. Richmond readers of all ages
continue to benefit from her ever-increasing knowledge of good books.
Sheila Blair Bloom, who had served as secretary, treasurer and president of the board of trustees
over two three-year terms, did not run again. We are grateful for her enthusiasm, perspective and hard
work. In March, Jonathan Bloom was elected for a three-year term and now serves as secretary.
The Library Trustees are very grateful to the people of Richmond for their support, principally the
approval of our budget, but also for the generous donations of books, magazines, subscriptions, and cash.
Others have volunteered to help Dianne in many ways, from cleaning to reshelving books. Special thanks to
Sue Laughner and the Friends of the Library for raising money for the summer reading program, and to
Karen Zitta, who cleaned the library when she lived in town.
Come and pay us a visit in 1999. Get a library card if you don't have one. Help your children to
get their own cards. We are open Tuesdays from 4.30 to 8; Thursdays from 4.30 to 7, and Saturdays from 9
to 1 . We continue to concentrate on good books for children and adults and are happy to offer suggestions











January 1 , 1 998 - December 31,1 998
Balance in Checking Account as of 1/1/98
































General Purpose 500.59 511.78
Orcutt 1,149.22 1,210.34 *
Bartram (Vanguard) 11,540.72 12,157.42




Sandra J. Holbrook, Treasurer
55.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
During 1998 the ZBA was called to act on two (2) situations involving Special Exceptions.
The first dealt with Camp TAKODAH's compliance with our Lakeside District ordinances and their
building of a new dining facility. The requested Special Exceptions were granted following public hearings
and deliberative sessions.
The second request, establishment of a private campground in the Residential District, was withdrawn
by the applicant following a public hearing but before a deliberative session was held.
Although the ZBA is not as active as many of the boards and committees that serve our town, it is a very
important and legally required part of our town government. It is the only body legally empowered to act
on land use issues that are not in strict compliance with local zoning. The duties, responsibilities and
powers of the board as well as the procedures it must follow are all defined in the RSA's.
This board, as with many of our boards and committees, is always looking for additional citizens to
become involved. If you are looking for a way to play a key role in our town's development but have a
limited amount of time to donate, please call or visit the selectmen's office for information on the ZBA
Respectfully submitted,
Edward C. Campbell, Cha/rman
THE COMMUNITY KITCHEN, INC
Between January 1 and September 30, 1998 the Community Kitchen distributed 71
boxes of food, containing 2,385 meals to residents of Richmond for a total cost to the
Kitchen of $1001 .70. A typical week's box will contain cereal, powdered milk, yogurt,
bagels, bread, pasta and sauce, tuna or another meat item, fresh fruits, and wegetables,
soup, dessert items and personal care products. Approximately 85% of the items we
distribute are donated from loca wholesalers, retailers and restaurants. We purchase the
remaining 15% locally, or from the NH Food Bank. The average cost per meal to The
Community Kitchen is $.042, which covers all of our costs including salary, property,
insurance, vehicle operation and maintenance, utilities and food purchases.
56.
HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
In 1998, HCS continued to provide home care and community services to the
residents of Richmond. The following information represents a projection of HCS's
activities in your community in 1998. The projection is based on actual services provided
from January through September 1998 and an estimate ofusage during October,
November and December.
SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED SERVICES PROVIDED
Nursing 148 Visits
Child Health Nursing Visits
Physical Therapy 1 1 5 Visits
Speech Pathology Visits
Occupational Therapy 5 Visits
Medical Social Work Visits
Outreach Visits
Home Health Aide 39 Visits
Homemaker 70 Hours
Child Health Program 2 Children
Total Unduplicated Residents served 21.
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health clinics, prenatal and hospice care
are also available to residents. Town funding partially supports these services.
MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES
MFS is active in your community, providing quality mental health services to
anyone who needs them regardless of their ability to pay. Over the past year, MFS
provided services to over 3000 adults, children and older adults, of which 30 were
residents ofRichmond.
Your ongoing support of our work is deeply appreciated, and we hope that our
partnership in caring for the residents will continue. By working together, we help to
insure our communities remain healthy and vital places to live, work and grow.
57.
TOWN OF RICHMOND SCHOOL RECAP 1998
















nt <estimate $ 992,682.00
six month payment summary $ 500,418.00
Check #
#8146 Jan-98 $ 82,044.00
#8183 Feb-98 $ 82,044.00
#8287 Mar-98 $ 82,044.00
#8366 Apr-98 $ 82,044.00
#8483 May-98 $ 82,044.00
#8557 Jun-98 $ 82,044.00
six month payment summary $ 492,264.00
1998-1999 Monadnock School District Tax Assessment $ 1,129,479.00
#8594 Jul-98 $ 94,123.25
#8693 Aug-98 $ 94,123.25
#8769 Sep-98 $ 94,123.25
#8906 Oct-98 $ 94,123.25
#8986 Nov-98 $ 94,123.25
#9080 Dec-98 $ 94,123.25
six month payment summary $ 564,739.50
Balance due 1999 School
1 998 Annual payment by Town to School $ 1 ,057,003.50
DRA adjustment to MRSD tax assessment $ (9,042.50)
TOTAL 1998 -1999 MRSD assessment $ 1,120.436.50
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DOG LIST 1998 -1999
Owner Tag Doq Name
Adams, Lynn 111 Lady
Aldrich, Jaye 256 Taffy
Aldrich, Ted 5 Tucker
Allen, Mark 253 Whisper
Archambault, Philip D 25 Bruno
Audette, Betty 96 Sadie
Auvil, Sandy 93 Jeremy
Bailey, Michael 235 Noelle
Barfield, Karen 59 Autum
Beal, April 276 Lilly
Beauregard, Marcus 77 Ben
Becklo, Bonnie 68 Cody
Beckman, Craig 22 Chicken Head
Beckman, Craig 23 Raymond
Beers, Mary 188 Sherba
Benoit, Lisa 71 Annabel
Berman, David M 52 Tapanga
Bersaw, Doug 91 Finnegan
Berube, Kristen 15 Duke
Bickford, Cecily 176 Pearl
Bickford, Cecily 177 Bo
Bielunis, Pam 69 Shadow
Blais, Fred 130 Kane
Blais, George 119 Lolly
Bloom, Sheila 105 Leo
Boccalini, Janet 16 Keesha
Bohm, Howard 194 Kerach
Boisvert, Linda 54 Sheena
Boscarino, Steven 179 Sally
Boscarino, Patricia 205 Bailey
Boscarino, Steven 180 Elsa
Boudreau, J C 133 Barnum
Brady, Mary 196 Molly
Bragg, Susan 248 Nala
Bragg, Susan 249 Rocky
Brewer, Donna 89 Maxine
Brewer, Donna 90 Riley
Brewer, Geraldine 102 Rocky





















































































Owner Tag Doq Name
Cushing, Ron 212 Wilma
Daigneault, Patrice 113 Striker
Daniels, William 19 Cody
Daniels, William 138 Maggie
Daniels, William 139 Ebony
Davis, Leonard 98 Joey
Davis, Maurice 17 Beardsley
Davis, Maurice 18 Shakers
Deegan, Suzanne 84 Crimson
Dixon, Dean 47 Amanda
Doubleday, Airial 46 Gracey
Duca, Maureen 274 Alley
Duca, Robert 86 Peaches
Dunn, June 28 Callie
Erickson, Wayne 147 Skippy
Findlay, Kate 48 Mack
Flagler, Susan 271 Rosey
Flaherty, John 116 Crystal
Frampton, David 244 Annie
Frazier, Laura 26 Brittany
Frazier, Laura 27 Missy
Frye, Anthony 73 Sadie
Gallagher, Diana 117 Morgan
Gallagher, Diana 118 Ashley
Gallagher, George 175 Zeus
Glenn, Melinda 49 Deacon
Goldberg, Fred 220 Willie
Goodell, Freda 99 Tiny
Goodell, Freda 100 Tippy
Goodnow, Kathy 170 Mamma
Goodnow, Kathy 171 Baby
Gorman, Judy 229 Sophie
Gorman, Judy 230 Eliot
Goulas, Elizabeth 13 Megan
Graves, Judy 134 Otto
Greer, John 178 Shadow
Gunnerson, Darren 242 Britta
Gunnerson, Darren 243 Champ
Guyette, Nancy 136 Buddy





















































































Owner Tag Doq Name
Leslie, Richard 240 Jed
Leslie, Richard 241 Casey
Letoumeau, Joseph 238 Kaiser
Letourneau, Joseph 239 Ayla
Lewis, Richard 148 Bear
Macauley, Carolyn 266 Duke
Macauley, Carolyn 267 Jasper
Major, Michele 60 Tango
Major, Michele 61 Sage
Majoy, Peter 208 Chelsea
Mallett, Doug 275 Misty
Mann, Daniel 79 Oscar
Marcotte, Kevin 137 Honey
Mason, Kimberly 129 Lily
Mason, Kimberly 270 Nayo
Mastrogiovanni, Roberta 88 Dusty
Mattson, Eleanor 174 Taurus
Mattson, Karen 213 Max
Mattson, Karen 214 Mikayla
Mcdermott, Daniel 2 Brandy
Mcdermott, Daniel 210 Brandy
McDonald, Brenda 40 Zoie
McNamara, Richard 197 Reanneon
McWhirk, Kathy 6 Isis
McWhirk, Kathy 7 Winnie
Merrifield, Sue 8 Molly
Meuse, William 157 Brandi
Meuse, William 158 Alex
Meuse, William 159 Max
Modeen, Mark 193 Lady
Moriarty, Elaine 67 Mandy
Morin, Ludger 149 Jake
Morris, Paul 34 Goldie
Morris, Paul 35 Jake
Mullarkey, Margarete 65
Muller, Keith 259 Cecil
Muller, Keith 260 Bodhi
Mullins, Virgil 204 Charlotte
Newton, Pat 30 Tucker






O'Brien, Robert 145 Kelly
Olney, Carolyn 160 Tasha
Oxx Jr, Gordon 151 Bunky
Patnode, Henry 85 Priscilla
Patterson, Steve 250 Abbey
Pearsall, Elizabeth 152 Boofus
Perry, Roger 53 Collo
Perugini-Lambert, Dina 251 Cocoa
Phillips, Kaija 209 Brandon
Picotte, Kitty 4 Shep
Pogorzelski, Evelyn 153 Otto
Porte, Huguette 265 Monty
Pratt, Robert 101 Arlie
Pulsifer, William 182 Here
Pulsifer, William 183 Boris
Pulsifer, William 184 Gretchen
Pulsifer, William 185 Digger
Purington, Lois 122 Buddy
Purrington, Lois 121 Lady
Pursell, Dean 228 Midnight
Qualters, Robert 95 Zona
Ramsey, Chris 156 Aggie
Randall, John 109 Angus
Repucci, Norma 9 Shadow
Repucci, Norma 10 Angie
Richardson, Larry 203 Smokestack
Robinson, Larry & Laurine 206 Holly
Robinson, Laurine& Larry 207 Muffin
Rocheleau 224 Missie
Rocheleau, Tammy 223 Moe
Rogers, James 110 Grizzley
Royce, John 217 Natasha
Shaw, Herbert 55 Scarlet
Shinn, Susan 78 Rico
Silver, Jane 261 Buffy
Snow, Sherry 168 Nala
Snyder, Hillary Jean 72 Kaiser
Springer, Roger 45 Jenny
Squicciarini, Dorothy 58 Darby
65.
Owner Tag Doq Name
St. Denis, Michelle 106 Vinny
St. Denis, Michelle 107 Arlo
Sullivan, William 255 Henry
Sullivan, William 263 Heckle
Sullivan, William 264 Joe
Swanson, Walt 128 Maxx
Sweeney, Bill 29 Max
Talbert, Cathie 97 Maggie
Tanner, Darold 198 Slurpe
Tarver, Jackie 236 Midnight
Tarver, Jackie 237 Heather
Taylor, Jeff 64 Digger
Taylor, Mary 150 Zoe
Thibodeau, Claudia 24 Alex
Thibodeau, Joseph 3 Pete
Tietgens, Chris 161 Dachi
Tietgens, Chris 162 Toma
Tietgens, Chris 163 Maxx
Toegel, Martha 262 Muktuk
Tonweber, Patricia 247 Kasey
Torrey, Lisa 246 Sunny
Torrey, Lisa 254 Choco
Tourigny, Ross 120 Kita
Twerdy, Amie 252 Colby
VanBrocklin, Hugh 104 Natasha
Vanvalzah, Doris 94 Roddy
Vaughan, Debra 1 Sara
Wahl, John 219 Gus
Warme, Rune 231 Nikka
Watt, Allison 103 Sassy
Weekes, Robert 199 Becky
Weekes, Robert 200 Tansy
Welch, Judith 201 Clancy
Welch, Judith 202 Kisha
Wharton, Robert 135 Amber
Whittum, Lewis 190 Quincy
Wilder, Mark 222 Tyler
Worden, Richard & Bev 62 Jasper
Wyman, Rudd 195 Rosie
Zitta, Gary 112 Spencer
66.
PROPERTY TAX INVENTORY
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Ackler. Dorothy
5.00A Tolman Place
Ahmed. Handi & Aida
10.10A
Aldrich. Theodore & Jaye
13.20A Carpenter Place
Allen. Charles & Latulippe. Jacqueline
3.50A Williams Lot
Allen. Mark & Michelle
4.11 A Barden Lot Tract 1
Altenburger. Joseph
5.20A Land Lot Tract B
Amato. Arthur T.
9.70A Part of Taft Lot
8.80A Camp Site







3.04 C Martin Sub Lot
Annas. Pamela J.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 8









1.8 Sandy Pond Lot
5.80A Part of Aldrich Lot
72.70A Bullock Lot Tract 2






33500 36500 70000 1887.20
1286 1286 34.67
50950 67000 1 1 7950 3179.93
26750 26750 721.18
39150 47350 86500 2332.04
36250 59900 96150 2592.20
40550 66650 107200 2890.11
13200 13200 355.87
30850 69250 100100 2698.70
27750 27750 748.14
10200 7950 18150 489.32
15900 15900 428.66
30500 33000 63500 1711.96
61700 61700 1663.43
2234 27500 105800 135534 3654.00
34100 30000 64100 1728.14
19688 55080 68400 143168 3859.81




24500 33150 57650 1554.24
39200 40850 80050 2158.15
40300 31900 72200 1946.51
67.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Bailey, Hamilton
20.00A Starkey Lot 2205 2205 59.45
20.20A Martin Cook Lot 1941 1941 52.33
Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy
84.00A Bolles Lot 12673 12673 341 .66
55.00A Bolles Lot 6472 6472 174.49
297.00A Whitney Place 26616 166000 94526 287142 7741.35
Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy
13.50A Howard Lot 58750 58750 1583.90
60.00A Norwood Lot 1 5629 5629 151.76
40.00A Norwood Lot 2 4205 4205 113.37
100.00A NimsLot 11850 11850 319.48
116.50A Bryant Lot 11046 11046 297.80
Bailey, Kathleen
3.26 23950 23950 645.69
Baird, James
10.30A Andrew Baird Lot 15450 15450 416.53
12.00A Tucker Meadow 4800 4800 129.41
Baker, Irene
9.00A Part of Thayer Place 43050 30550 73600 1984.26
Ballou, Rev Trust, Laurence
117.00A Newell Lot 8761 8761 236.20
Ballou, Joan A.
10.00A WiswallLot 2400 2400 64.70
Balnis, Wayne A
20 Sweeney Place 59250 55500 114750 3093.66
Barfield, Brian & Karen
22.40A Bullock-Williams 48800 97400 146200 3941.55
Barghoorn, Steven F
81A Home 12220 12220 329.45
131 Harkness Lot 19764 19764 532.84
62.3 Pt of Harkness PI 8947 29300 55550 93797 2528.77
2.2 Harkness Campsite 332 332 8.95
Barlow, Roy & Maria
3.90A Aldrich Lot Tract 1 35350 116250 151600 4087.14
Barrett, Fredericks Barrett, Robert & Allen, Dorothy
15.00A Nutting Lot 6000 6000 161.76
Bartlett, Roy M. & Simone A.
9.30A Barber Lot 14450 6050 20500 552.68
Bartos, Richard & Audette, Betty
5.90A Blodgett Place 47100 37100 84200 2270.03
Bartos, Richard
3.16A Honey Hill Lot 1 26900 26900 725.22
Bassett, Cortland A
11.40A Wood Lot 9100 9100 245.34
Bause, Christopher & Pamela
3.40A Home Place 32500 30450 62950 1697.13
68.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax





Beauregard, Mark & Rebecca
2.00A Pt of Mullen Lot
Beauvais, Charles
5.20A Bullock Road Lot 10
Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
21.70A
8.30A Robert Martin Lot 2
Beckman, Craig & Elizabeth
5.14 Hood Lot
Beers, Mary Hawley
5.01A Part of Beers Lot *
Bennett, Shaun
5.00A Part of Bullock Lot
1 .25A Bolza Cottage
Bense, Roger & Joanne
2.90A Morgan Reserve Lot 4
Berg, Christopher & Joann
5.00A Curtiss Lot Tract 2
Berman, David & Brenda
11.1 Granite Hill Lot 5
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Berube, Norman & Kristen
7.08A Barden Lot Tract 2
Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 4
Bigda, Richard
6.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 8
Blackledge, James & Maureen
1 1 30A Brickyard Brook Lot 6
Blair, Harold & Norma
1 .50A Hooper Place
Blais-Thompson, Ruth
3.10A Stinson Lot
Blais, Frederick & Patricia
3.86A Brewer Lot
Blais, George & Helena
2.00A Southwick Place
Blanchard, Catherine
2.04A Otis Martin Lot 1
Blessed Sacrament Community
1 1 1 .87A Thompson-Howe Lot
27050 58950 86000 2318.56
3200 3200 86.27
1200 1200 32.35
34000 34600 68600 1849.46
27350 27350 737.36
2646 2646 71.34
2112 31750 71000 104862 2827.08
43250 81100 124350 3352.48
35250 52950 88200 2377.87
23800 23800 641.65
41900 14600 56500 1523.24
30350 50250 80600 2172.98
37700 60150 97850 2638.04
526 33100 107750 141376 3811.50
43850 142500 186350 5024.00
41750 84400 126150 3401.00
42400 74350 116750 3147.58
37050 76450 113500 3059.96
1096 27950 120700 149746 4037.15
26750 43950 70700 1906.07
28200 28200 760.27
33550 114200 147750 3983.34
27500 96200 123700 3334.95
29050 76600 105650 2848.32
7038 40700 47738 1287.02
69.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Bloom. Jonathan & Blair, Sheila
2.10A Baird Home Place 32650 112700 145350 3918.64
7.30A Baird Place Tract 2 10950 10950 295.21
Boccalini, John C
28.00A Part of Walker Place* 46700 98100 144800 3903.81
18.80A Walker Lot 3 43900 43900 1183.54
Boisvert, Linda
5A House Lot 28750 37850 66600 1795.54
Bordeau, Kathleen
4,58A Dell Sub 28050 28050 756.23
Boroski, Nancy
3.10A SpragueRd 23150 23150 624.12
Boscarino, Steven A. & Jean
6.1 1A Part of Fay Martin Farm 43650 151200 194850 5253.16
Boudreau, James G. & Gayle J
6.20A Coburn Lot 6 29550 29550 796.67
Boudreau, John & Lynn
7.50A Colony Hill Lot 19 50900 80450 131350 3541 .20
5.00A Factory Land & Lots 34850 57550 92400 2491.10
Boulay, Joseph & Crowl, Terri
4.60A Martin Rd 29400 83650 113050 3047.83
Brady, James & Mary
7.04A Route 32 38150 129100 167250 4509.06
Bragg, Mark & Susann
15.70A L/B Martin Lot 64000 41350 105350 2840.24
Brennan, Patricia
61 A Garfield Place 4545 32500 15200 52245 1408.53
Brewer, Geraldine
1.00A Howe Tavern Lot 32500 58000 90500 2439.88
Brewer, Kevin & Mary
1.00A 28500 62050 90550 2441 .23
Brewer, Timothy & Susan
9.00A Parker Meadow 27000 . 27000 727.92
Brickyard Brook Common Land
12.3A 948 948 25.56
Bridge, Carl & Ann, Rev Trust
5.00A Twitchell Lot - East 754 754 20.33
5.00A Twitchell Lot - West 754 754 20.33
Briedis, Robert
23.63A Burgess Lot 9450 9450 254.77
Britha, Virginia
8.00A Sprague Lot 38000 116400 154400 4162.62
Brokenshire Trust
0.50A Cottage Lot - Campsite 22000 2250 24250 653.78
12.00A HomeSite 616 32000 86350 118966 3207.32
0.50A Sandy Pond Lot 39 39 1.05
12.00A Whitney Place 924 924 24.91
150.00A Tucker-Newel I Lot 9729 9729 262.29
70.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Brooks, Kevin & Paula
5.00A Goodnow Lot Tract 3








Brooks, Roger & Phyllis
0.50A Rice Brook Camp
26.00A Rice Lot
Brothers of Our Lady of Reconciliation
3.32A Greenwoods Road
Brown, Edward & Deanna
3.00A Lord Lot
Brunelle, Richard & Deborah
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 3
Brunk, Kathryn & Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
10.53A
Bruno, Anthony
5.30A Colony Hill Lot 21
Bryan, Rev. John
12.00A Barms Place
Buck, David A & Marilyn M
3.20A Brickyard Brook
Budaj, Frank & Cynthia
0.60A Cass Pond Cottage Lot
Buffum, Warren J. & Cathy J.
15.70A Swan-Whipple Tract 1
Bugatch, Amy
1.1 OA Karen Jensen PI
Bugatch, Sharon & Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
2.00A Part of Southwick Lot
Burdick, Douglas V
3 Home Place North
Burke, Sherry
2.10A Morgan Reserve Lot 21
Burns, August
12.10A L Howard Place
86.90A L Howard Place
Burns, Randall
7.20A Pt of Hood Place
Bush, Christopher & Diane
28.50A Amidon Lot
Butterfield, James & Katheryn
7.20A Colony Hill Lot 16
41650 70650 112300 3027.61
16 16 0.43
273 15000 5450 20723 558.69
2088 30000 90200 122288 3296.88
2026 2026 54.62
58 58 1.56







58550 52200 110750 2985.82
38150 68550 106700 2876.63
47500 27900 75400 2032.78
36350 99450 135800 3661.17
25000 21200 46200 1245.55
1210 1210 32.62
26500 74350 100850 2718.92
29000 79250 108250 2918.42
36100 61850 97950 2640.73
33000 22250 55250 1489.54
1213 1213 32.70
8780 47200 106950 162930 4392.59
41100 48900 90000 2426.40
401 33500 71600 105501 2844.31
40300 114350 154650 4169.36
71.
NAME OF OWNER(s) <:/use LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Calabro, Joseph
2.00A Burgess Place 27500 61800 89300 2407.53
20.00A 3017 3017 81.34
Calzini, Richard & Patricia & Calzini, Joseph & Irene
39.33A Jacque Lot 3030 3030 81.69
7.00A Lang Lot Tract C 31800 85250 117050 3155.67
Campbell, Edward & Barbara
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 1 26100 26100 703.66
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 2 33600 67150 100750 2716.22
Cantreau, William
55.8A Home Place 2740 36500 43700 82940 2236.06
Carey, Daniel & Mary Jane
6.72 A Route 32 38200 93450 131650 3549.28
Carnie, James & Mary
3.22A Carnie Sub Lot 1 1132 14600 17300 33032 890.54
3.19A Carnie Sub Lot 2 1451 1451 39.12
25.60A Barden Lot Tract 3 4242 31500 74100 109842 2961 .34
Carpenter, John & Brenda
2.00A Pt of Jones Land 29000 33300 62300 1679.61
Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary
1.70A Davis & Montgomery Place 27050 46800 73850 1991.00
Carter, Micehlle & Scott
3.22A C Martin Lot Sub 15900 15900 428.66
Cass, Estate, Lyman
8.00A Crooker Meadow 3200 3200 86.27
Cauthern, Gene & Marita
32.80A Handy Lot 1414 1414 38.12
Cersosimo Lumber Co
105.00A Swan Lot 64350 64350 1734.88
133.40A Cass Lot 8222 8222 221.67
70.60A Part of Hill Lot 30900 30900 833.06
Cersosimo Anthony
33.80A Part of Hill Lot 16300 16300 439.45
47.00A Holden Lot 18800 18800 506.85
Chamberlain, Mrs John
2.0A Ballou Place 3000 3000 80.88
Clark, James & Carol
3.16A 36600 95950 132550 3573.55
Clark, Steven & Marcia
3.80A Aldrich Lot Tract 2 35200 91600 126800 3418.53
Clarke, Maureen P.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 10 34500 71500 106000 2857.76
Cloutier, Tracy
1.1 0A Walter Johnson PI 28000 51700 79700 2148.71
Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
17.20A 1636 1636 44.11
Cole, Kenneth & Valerie
14.30A Boyce-Swan Lot 1821 1821 49.09
72.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Coll, William & Debra
12.00A Barden Lot Tract 2 388 27500 92050 119938 3233.53
Colson, Heather L.
3.30A Phillips Place 35950 112150 148100 3992.78
Common, Steven & Sherry
St Clair Sub 0.00
Conant, Gilbert & Margaret
115.00A Mills Webster 8375 8375 225.79
Condon, Jean
3.70A Morgan Reserve Lot 31 31550 72900 104450 2815.97
Condon, Lloyd & Bonnie
7.05A Peables Place 47100 110800 157900 4256.98
Condon, Loreal
3.06A 37250 77550 114800 3095.01
Conned, Daniel & Abigail
6.30A Colony Hill Lot 15 46650 94550 141200 3806.75
Copeland, Glenn & Patricia
0.50A Part of Home Place 200 200 5.39
Copley, Allen J
40.OA Whitcomb Lot 3082 3082 83.09
Copley, Paul & Kimberly
8.00A Brickyard Brook L-11 46050 54950 101000 2722.96
Corey, Ronna
5.12A Route 32 34550 51300 85850 2314.52
Corrigan, Michael & Elsie
35.00A Daniels Lot 59100 97150 156250 4212.50
Cosimini, Eugene & Legge, David
99.00A Wiswall Lot 81100 4850 85950 2317.21
Cossa, Mario
17.55A Adams Lot - South 1 1081 39350 93700 134131 3616.17
Country Road Realty (C Chamberlain Land Value)
1 3A Amidon Thompson Lot 1961 1961 52.87
Courchene, Hector
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 3 963 963 25.96
Courchene, Hector & Janet
14.60A Swan-Whipple Tract 6 1125 1125 30.33
12.70A Swan-Whipple Tract 2 978 978 26.37
48.00A Boyce Lot 5470 5470 147.47
50.10A Allen Lot 1769 1769 47.69
Cox, Nancy
5.70A Bullock Rd Lot 9 35250 49300 84550 2279.47
Coy, Robert & Mehaffey, Joyce
15.0A BurbankLot 530 530 14.29
Coy, Robert
57.00A Part of Gorham Place 3708 41850 44700 90258 2433.36
Coyle, Joseph
168A Allen Pasture 14388 14388 387.90
73.











Csizmadia, Joseph & Eileen
3.10A Part of Beers Sub
Currier. Bruce
25.00A Martin Lot & Camp
Cuseo, George & Kathryn
1.20A Putney Land
Cushing, Ronald & Gail
9.20A
Cyr Family Limited Partnership
55.50A Quaker Lot Tract 1
81.00A BigelowLot
67.60A Liimatainen Place
47.40A Cronk Farm Lot 7
34.30A




100.0A H Ballou Lot
10.00A Converse Lot
40.00A Martin Lot
D'Orio, Frank & Doris
5.10A Cragin Curtiss Tract 5
Daher, William & Camilla
3.62A Greenwoods Rd
Daigneault,Thomas & Patricia
5.60A Coburn Lot 4
Daley, James T
75.00A Allen Lot
Daniels, William & Jennifer
10.29A Greenwoods Rd
Davis Jr Trustee, William
3.00A Sprout Land
Davis, Joseph & Cathy
5.10A Brickyard Brook L3
Davis, Leonard & Valma
14.49A Mary King Place
1840 1840 4961
3750 3750 101.10
1325 21500 15500 38325 1033.24
34750 64350 99100 2671.74
50200 64050 114250 3080.18
24200 24200 652.43
2266 34500 29100 65866 1775.75
25800 27900 53700 1447.75
41050 88000 129050 3479.19
5542 5542 149.41
6218 20000 8000 34218 922.52
5428 5428 146.34
5194 5194 140.03









41200 81950 123150 3320.12
33200 87400 120600 3251.38
36850 56400 93250 2514.02
4042 26000 5450 35492 956.86
45400 80800 126200 3402.35
2400 2400 64.70
29300 29300 789.93
43750 53450 97200 2620.51
74.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Davis, Lynn
3.05A Mary King Place
Davis, Maurice & Beverly
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 10
Davis, Richard & Carolyn
25.00A Home Place
Deegan, Mark J & Susanne
4.70A Coll Subdivision
Delo, Martha
50.00A Allen Taylor Lot
12.00A BurbankLot
Demuth, Sharon
5.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 26
Dexter, Frederick & Valerie
2.00A Part of L. Cass Place
Dickinson, Richard & Alice M.
8.30A Home Place
Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano
0.50A Williams Mill & Lot
1.70A Phillips Lot Tract 2
0.30A Blake Lot Tract 3
23.50A Phillips Lot
36.30A Blake Lot
Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano
5.20A Phillips Lot Tract 1
Dilello, Catheryn
1.60A House Lot
Dixon, Dean & Ingersoll, Patricia
3.48A Brickyard Brook Lot
Dodge, Brian Keith
23.60A
Donbrowo, Joseph & Sharon




22.80A Don Browo Tract C
Drew, B. J. & Margaret
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 5
Drew, Richard & Alicia
48.0A Martin Lot
Drogaris, Aristotelis & Marie
2.20A Rt 119
Duca, Robert & Maureen
0.25A Barms Lot
Dunn, Thomas & June
5.02A Cronk Farm Lot 4
32350 58550 90900 2450.66
36600 66225 102825 2772.16
43900 10700 54600 1472.02




32500 72800 105300 283889
43325 83642 126967 3423.03





21050 9550 30600 824.98
30500 38400 68900 1857.54
32200 163750 195950 5282.81
1735 27500 29235 788.18
3108 25000 28108 757.79
38900 38900 1048.74
3138 25000 28138 758.60
34500 34500 930.12
2866 29500 124350 156716 4225.06
34300 102000 136300 3674.65
21000 36950 57950 1562.33
35400 58100 93500 2520.76
75.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL <3ross Tax
Dunton. Joanne F. & Cote, Gerald H.
22.00A Bowen Lot 842 28300 99550 128692 3469 54
1 80A Amidon Lot 64 64 1.73
Dupuis, Sybil
15.00A Bullock Lot Tract 1 2263 2263 61.01
Dzakonski, Joseph & Florence
7.70A St Clair Sub 37550 63150 100700 2714.87
Eismont, Rostilav & Jean
1 . 1 0A Pt of Burgess Place 2 18 18 0.49
2.30A Pt of Burgess Place 2 915 915 24.67
4.44A Jacobson Lot 565 565 15.23
5.10A Putney Place 33650 51700 85350 2301.04
26.43A Adams Lot - South 2 3987 3987 107.49
Ellis, Robert H, Simmons, Wanda J
6.61 OA 34700 13650 48350 1303.52
Erickson. Wayne Sr & Karen
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 6 41400 83750 125150 3374.04
Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 4 1592 1592 42.92
Fall, William
6.20A Martin Lot 25800 25800 695.57
Fedor, Stephen & Elizabeth
64.00A Quinn-Grogan Lot 2750 35500 134000 172250 4643.86
Felegara, Robert & Elizabeth
3.44A Cronk Farm Tract 2 31150 69700 100850 2718.92
Fernandez et al, Ida A
3 43A Greenwoods Rd 33650 129400 163050 4395.83
Filipi, Arnie & Theresa
5. 1 1A Part of S Bowen Lot 34150 117950 152100 4100.62
Fillian Trust, Rev
35.00A Part of L Cass Lot 3692 3692 99.54
Findlay, Catherine M
3.00A Lang Lot Tract F-2 30500 51650 82150 2214.76
Finley, James Sr. Estate of
29.10A Lang Lot Tract J 3482 29750 35050 68282 1840.88
Fish Jr, O'Neil & Viola
0.75A Home Place 19000 19000 512.24
Flagler Jr, Richard E
3.47A Cronk Farm Lot 1* 31900 129929 161829 4362.91
Flaherty, John
15.90A Bullock-Williams Lot 3 223 29000 64950 94173 2538.90
Flanders Revocable Trust
97.70A Eller Hale Lot* 5299 27500 57300 90099 2429.07
Flanders, Dana & Carol
5.10A Cragin Curtis Tract 3* 34550 81150 115700 3119.27
76.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Foote Jr, George
152.0A J Ballou Lot
80.0A L Ballou Lot






13.30A Swan-Whipple Tract 5
Foster, Cecily
1 .00A Smith Place
Fournier, Francis & Emily
10.64A*
Frampton, David & Margaret
7.50A Tolman Meadow
8.30A Twitched Lot
Francis S Martin Declaration
2.0A E Starkey Place




Frye, Anthony & Catherine
5.90A Colony Hill Lot 20
Fusco, Mark Anthony
1 .00A Burrill Lot & Camp
Gagnon, Hilaire & Elsie
1 00A House Lot
Gallagher, George C
6.50A Lang Lot Tract D
Gallagher, Steven & Diana






































































































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Goldberg, Fred & Jaffee, Roberta
20.00A Shinn Place 51400 66300 117700 3173.19
Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
30.50A Lang Lot Tract H 451 30000 78200 108651 2929.23
Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
334.00A Aldrich-Cass Lot R4* 27022 26560 153700 207282 5588.32
75.00A Sawyer Putney Lot R5 5555 5555 149.76
17.00A HoveyLotR24 1179 1179 31.79
Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
5.30A Don Browo Tract A 35700 155500 191200 5154.75
Gorman, Robert & Judith
28.70A Cliff Goodell Place 3113 34120 170350 207583 5596.44
Goulas, Steven Jr & Elizabeth
3.20A Pt of Tolman Meadow 31500 52300 83800 2259.25
Gourley, James & Sandra
83.00A Cummings Lot 5679 5679 153.11
Grandy, Henry & Adell & Chester & Albona
10.00A Southergreen Place 55200 10650 65850 1775.32
Grashow, Gary & Davidson, Lisa
13.90A Nancy Brown Lot 1235 1235 33.30
Graves, David & Judith
50.20A Bullock-Williams Lt 7 5552 5552 149.68
15.00A Bullock & Whitcomb 54100 107250 161350 4350.00
Greenfield Co
46.90A Cook Lot 7076 7076 190.77
29.80A J Beaman Lot 2 4496 4496 121.21
10.30A J Beaman Lot 3 1554 1554 41.90
15.90A Martin Lot Tract 1 32450 32450 874.85
Greenhalgh, Charlotte
2.30A Morgan Reserve L 22 25100 25100 676.70
Greenspan, & Mill Berejo, Daniel
4.0A Morgan Reserve L 30 27700 27700 746.79
Greer, John
3.03A Martin Lot 24400 67750 • 92150 2484.36
Guerra, Ann & Guerra Clara
1.00A Home Place 26000 28700 54700 1474.71
Gunnerson, Darren & Madden, Tracy
5.30A Fisher Lot Tract 9 45850 95600 141450 3813.49
Gurian, Michael
120.00A Lewis Cass Place 16294 44900 113450 174644 4708.40
Gustafson, Michael & Patty
5.40A Coburn Lot 2 35000 65300 100300 2704.09
Gutknecht, Charles & Marjory
4.40A Route 32 31800 79100 110900 2989.86
Hadley, Daniel & Judith
4.50A Pt of Swan Lot 9450 9450 254.77
2.80A Pt of Fisher Lot 32750 28350 61100 1647.26
78.
NAME OF OWNER'S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Hagar Jr, Barbara & Arthur
3.00A Howard Place 29000 32750 61750 1664.78
Hallas, Henry & Louise
18.30A Part of Taylor Lot 278 20000 20278 546.69
25.00A Perry Place 48 71500 47400 118948 3206.84
7.00A Part of Mattson Place 112 112 3.02
Hallas, Herbert
12.00A Part of Holbrook Lot 9600 9600 258.82
40.50A Part of Taylor Lot 59450 59450 1602.77
Halpern, Carol
1.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 17 29500 53600 83100 2240.38
Hamilton, W. Michael & Castellino, Comeau & Collier
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 13 35000 22800 57800 1558.29
Hamm, George & Verena
15.80A Nichols Lot 9100 900 10000 269.60
Hammond et al, Romie D
3.10A C Martin Lot Sub 15900 15900 428.66
Hammond Trust, Horace & Lemira
1.1 OA Prescott Place* 27650 46650 74300 2003.13
Harpe, Violet
60.00A Dick Martin Mill Lot 81500 23400 104900 2828.10
Harris, Arthur & Patricia
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 2 41350 102300 143650 3872.80
Harris, David & Julie
3.76A Honey Hill Lot 4 33800 33800 911.25
Hart, Kenneth G
4.10A Home Place West 162 32000 74300 1 06462 2870.22
Harvey, Alan
1.00A Ryan Home Place* 27500 26350 53850 1451.80
Haskins, Terence & Rebecca
5.00A Stanley Amidon Place 38050 108450 146500 3949.64
Hatch. William & Patricia
12.58A Fisher Lot Tract 4 48200 111250 159450 4298.77
Haught, Robert & Anna
4/00A OT Cass Lot 32000 52050 84050 2265.99
Hayward, Frederick & Carole
1.70A E Cass Place 27050 115500 142550 3843.15
Heimann, Charles Estate of
148.00AR10A 9841 9841 265.31
Heimann II, Charles J.
10.00A J. Beaman Lot 1 282 282 7.60
71.00A Dr Cass Lot R11 3160 3160 85.19
115.00A R10B 5103 5103 137.58
78.00A R10C 3569 3569 96.22
34.00A Twitchell Lot R2 2619 2619 70.61
225.OA Ware Lot R9 6356 6356 171.36
20.00ATaftLotR13 1387 1387 37.39




NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Heimann II, Charles J.




160.0A Williams Black R1
4
34.OA Activity Area R27
94.OA Activity Area R26
45.OA Bowen Lot R21
038A
23.00A Thompson Lot R20
4.31A Honey Hill Lot 9
3.54A Honey Hill Lot 10
6.41A Honey Hill Lot 11
10.00A
Heise II, Roy & Jennifer
6.30A Nutting-Cobum Lot
Heise, Roy & Shirley
32.00A OT Cass Lot
9.66A Cass Wood Lot
80.00A Jonas Wheeler Place
4.00A




2.00A Morgan Reserve Lt 2













































































































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu
6.00A Lawrence Flat 2121 2121 57.18
Hill, Timothy
32.00A Irene Lot 2668 2668 71.93
5.00A Scott Meadow 385 385 10.38
Hillock, John & Audrey
1 75A Robert Hillock Land 29250 45850 75100 2024.70
Hillock, William & Lori
5.49A 38750 55100 93850 2530.20
Hoar, Alexander
90.00A Martin Lot & Camp 11078 6200 3450 20728 558.83
Holbrook Family Trust
55.00A Piper-Sherwin Lot 8298 8298 223.71
192.00A Noah Perry Place 28364 32000 178900 239264 6450.56
Holbrook, Sandra
6.20A Morse Place 38800 30400 69200 1865.63
Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E.
24.74A 2708 38300 252000 293008 7899.50
Holm, Donald & Marion
0.50A Home Place* 25500 37550 63050 1699.83
Honkala, Michael
151.00AFIint-WhippleLot 5332 5332 143.75
Honkala, Michael & Glenn, Melinda
90.00A Randall Lot 2790 32950 35500 71240 1920.63
Hopkins, Delmar & Linda
4.60A Goodnow Lot Tract 2 40550 67700 108250 2918.42
Hornak, William & Toni
45.00A Robert & Dave Hornak Lot 5730 5730 154.48
15.00A Hornak Lot 1910 1910 51.49
212.00A Hornak Lot 31984 31984 862.29
Horner, Jeffrey L & Michelle M
4.14A Pt of Brickyard Lot 33200 174800 208000 5607.68
Howes, Candace
16.20A Lyons Place 55300 54100 109400 2949.42
Howland, Hornby
48.10A Sprague Rd 772 772 20.81
587.733.25A 21800 21800
3.28A 21800 21800 587.73
Hulett, Gerald & Marguerite
7.00A Shinn Lot & House 36500 74300 110800 2987.17
3.00A Whipple Hill 32050 25850 57900 1560.98
Humphrey, Austin & Lahoma
6.90A Bullock Rd Lot 7 41950 79375 121325 3270.92
Hybels, Derk & Carl & Ralph
85.50A Cy Taylor Lot 8709 8709 234.79
38.70A Swan-Corliss Lot 21650 2400 24050 648.39
Imon, Wayne & Frances
3.27A Lot #2 38600 140100 178700 4817.75
81.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Isaac. Barbara






Jacobson, Eino & Sara
6.40A Brickyard Brook Lot 2
Jacobson, Paul & Eino
0.37A Part of Corner Store
1 00A 4 Corners Store, Lnd Ex
Jacobson, Paul & Linda
2.00A Home Place - East
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene
2.00A Home Place
Jarvis, Jesse R




33.00A Carl Johnson Lot 12005
Johnson, Albert & Elinor
5. 1 0A Lang Lot Track K
Johnson, Carl & Haversat, Eric J. & Patricia J.
0.90A Cass Pond Lots 1,2,3
Johnson, Carl W & Gloria E








Joslin, Roger & Ruth & Hill, Jonathan & Jennie Lu
1 5.00A Carpenter Lot 1 1 56
Karevy, Albert & Harville, Patti
2.50A Campbell Place
Keane, Stephen & Delores
5.30A Route 32
Keane, William & Andrew
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 1
1
Kearnes, Kenneth
38.94A Perry Lot 3499
Keenan, James
33.00A Buffurn Lot 3372
14.00A BuffumLot
35100 22200 57300 1544.81
6050 6050 163.11
24850 600 25450 686.13
26000 47050 73050 1969.43
41150 96900 138050 3721.83
1850 1850 49.88
41000 130550 171550 4624.99
26500 26500 714.44
29000 53600 82600 2226.90
38450 43900 82350 2220.16
27500 47750 75250 2028.74
12005 323.65
15000 15000 404.40
37500 20650 58150 1567.72
26500 32600 62366 1681.39
10000 10000 269.60
29600 28550 58150 1567.72
37600 65500 103100 2779.58
33860 69150 103010 2777.15
1156 31.17
28250 65400 93650 2524.80
36200 75113 111313 3001.00
23800 850 24650 664.56
3499 94.33
44850 125100 173322 4672.76
47000 79900 126900 3421.22
82.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Keene. City of
0.50A Part of Swan Place
Kelley. Elizabeth
51 80A Starkey-Bullock Lot 2443
Kellora Richard
60.00A Sprague Lot 3502
Kibler, Lewis & Priscilla
34.00A Amidon-Starkey Lot 2619
50.00A Perry Home Place 3082
Kibler, Priscilla P.
59.00A Mary Perry Lot 6295
Kimball. Peter & Brewer Donna
5.80A Wakefield Tavern
Knowlton, Paul & Marie
9.90A Bullock Rd Lot 3
Koch & Koch Blders and Developers
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 2
3.26A Honey Hill Lot 3
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 5
4.04A Honey Hill Lot 7
4.35A Honey Hill Lot 8
Koch. Donna
26.62ALot#4 4018
Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn
40.00A Martin Lot & Camp*
Kroll. Charles & Madeline
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 9
Krouse, Frank & Joan
7.30A Part of Thompson-Howe Lot
La Branche. Robert & Evelyn
4.20A Pt of Packard Lot
Labbe. Linda
1.75A ShinnLand
Labelle, Grover & Jeffrey Reese
1.00A Home Place*
LaClair II. Russell & Lisa
5.20A Fisher Lot Tract 10
Lafayette et al. James P
3.00A Dog Patch Lot
Laitinen. James & Elaine
62.40A 5724
Laliberte, Catherine
4.65A Martin, Lot Sub
Lancey. Calvin & Lisa
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 6
Lanick Estate. Jerry
1.60A
1 .30A Part of Freeman Land
2500 2500 67.40





47300 170400 217700 5869.19







69200 145450 214650 5786.96
36950 37400 74350 2004.48





27500 15550 43050 1160.63
38950 73150 112100 3022.22
31900 77700 109600 2954.82
28500 127950 162174 4372.21
23400 52900 76300 2057.05
33600 63300 96900 2612.42
23000 23000 620.08
29000 28200 57200 1542.11
83.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Lantz, William M & Susan L
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 6
Laplume, Russell & Judith
7.97A Greenwoods Rd
Laughner Paul Jr & Susan
7.60A Nash Place
4 40A Atherton Lot
Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
100.00A Severence Place
Layman, Christine & Briggs, Kenneth
3.80A Jacobson Sub
Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
10.40A Bullock Rd Lot 4
Leslie, Richard & Robin
5.00A Part of Conway Place
Letourneau, Joseph & Denise
1 40A Pt of Gorman PI*
Lewis MD, Robert
52.80A St Clair Lot
10.20A Edith Amidon Place
3.00A Edith Amidon Place
1 10A Edith Amidon Place
12.90A Home Place
Lewis, Hester & Grant, Joyce
7.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 14
Lewis, Richard & Tokunaga, Annette
3.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 29
Liimatainen, Oiva & Eleanor
10.30A Goodnow Lot Tract 4*




Lucey Etal, James R
46.00A Lang Lot Tract I
Lucey, James & Roberta
27.50A Lang Lot Tract G
9.00A Lang Lot Tract E
Macken, william & Gutrude
2.10A Morgan Reserve L 7
MacNeil, Deborah
3.62A Tract 3






40550 92350 132900 3582.98
713 32000 52950 85663 2309.47
664 664 17.90
144500 57450 201950 5444.57
37300 70400 107700 2903.59
51050 54050 105100 2833.50
33500 70350 103850 2799.80
30500 70600 101100 2725.66
5027 5027 135.53
1539 1539 41.49
31450 53050 84500 2278.12
20500 20500 552.68
1728 35000 13700 50428 1359.54
45450 37750 83200 2243.07
30950 69850 100800 2717.57
49350 69150 118500 3194.76
34000 35450 69450 1872.37
24000 24000 647.04
6940 6940 187.10
4149 4149 1 1 1 .86
40550 53600 94150 2538.28
23000 23000 620.08
34950 83450 118400 3192.06
6691 6691 180.39
2263 2263 61.01
62500 66900 129400 3488.62
84.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Mallett Jr.. Douglas
3.00A Cottage Lot 32500 22450 54950 1481.45
Marcotte, Kevin
20.51A 52950 54600 107550 2899.55
Margand, Gerald & Catherine
3.80A Greenwoods Rd 35380 76050 111430 3004.15
3.10A 25950 25950 699.61
Marsh, Russell
0.50A Harry Hooper Land 23000 40650 63650 1716.00
Martin Jr, Edward
56.60A Otis Martin Lot 10834 20000 3600 34434 928.34
Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward
20.00A Part of Martin Farm 2404 7500 1750 11654 314.19
30.00A Home Place 4809 31000 50000 85809 2313.41
Mastrogiovanni, Paul & Roberta
1.00A Leiiwa Place 32500 60650 93150 2511.32
Mattson, Eleanor
13.70A Mahoney Place 53900 35350 89250 2406.18
Mattson, Weldon & Karen
6.20A Martin Lot 47100 61650 108750 2931.90
Maynard, Arthur Jr & Corey
3.40A Greenwoods Rd 24300 24300 655.13
McCaffrey, William & Margot
105.00A WhitcombLot 15841 15841 427.07
McCann, Katharine
3.90A 29600 29600 798.02
3.00A House Lot 25000 25000 674.00
McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth
31.60A Granite Hill Lot 7 864 32500 129350 162714 4386.77
McCobb, Ralph & Doreen
0.1 1A Cottage Lot - Sandy Pond 26500 17300 43800 1180.85
McDermott, Daniel H
4.20A Goodnow Lot Tract 1 39850 86850 126700 3415.83
McDonald, Brian & Brenda
5.70A Coburn Lot #3 35250 42050 77300 2084.01
McGarry, Winifred
7.30A 36950 57500 94450 2546.37
McGrath, Anne
1.13A Williams Mill Site 26500 24250 50750 1368.22
McKinstry, Allan & Darlene
3.09A Pt of Freeman PI 31650 143900 175550 4732.83
McLeod, Charles
7.60A 586 586 15.80
3.00A Taylor Hill Rd 156 27500 104850 132506 3572.36
McNamara, Richard & Bridget
190.30A Fay Martin Farm 16190 27864 31600 75654 2039.63
McWha, William
0.42A Cass Pond Lots 4 & 5 21000 19700 40700 1097.27
85.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
McWhirk. Kathryn
1 00A House Lot 20000 20000 539.20
Menter, John & Sheila
2.50A Boquist Lot 29750 19650 49400 1331.82
Merrifield, Francis & Velma
10.00A Home Place* 59250 44450 103700 2795.75
Merrifield Jerald & Susan
2.70A Boyeson Lot 30950 46450 77400 2086.70
17.00A Home Place South Lot 1 38000 38000 1024.48
Merwin, Agustus & Eleanor
39.79A Ray Whipple Place 4031 35500 91100 130631 3521.81
Meuse, William & Michelle
2.50A Boquist Lot 2 29750 120700 150450 4056.13
Miner, Susan
5 00A Greenwoods Rd 30700 21100 51800 1396.53
Modeen, Mark & Cynthia
5.60A 36850 75100 111950 3018.17
Monadnock Trust
146.40A Cook Curtis Lot 11279 11279 304.08
100.00A Cook Lot 7704 7704 207.70
Mondello, Eileen & Dominick
6.70A Atherton Lot 36000 59800 95800 2582.77
Morgan Reserve Association
390.00A Common Land/Cabin 43595 20800 2450 66845 1802.14
Moriarity, Cornelius & Elaine
2.50 A Part of Cronk Place 34250 66350 100600 2712.18
Morin, Ludger & Theresa
6.00A Otis Martin Lot Tract 4 37800 65950 103750 2797.10
Morris et al, Steven R
2.00A Leon Amidon Place 29000 100400 129400 3488.62
Morris, Paul & Sandra
18.40ABollesLotR15B 63750 72350 136100 3669.26
Morse, Elmer
4.80A Mellon Lot 3850 . 3850 103.80
Morton, John C.
5.60A Colony Hill Lot 14 36850 78650 115500 3113.88
Mountford 111, James & Heather
1.00A Ballou Place 27500 39250 66750 1799.58
Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
29.00A John Bolles Place 4739 41200 115100 161039 4341.61
Mulkern Trust, Sylvia
3.61 A Greenwoods Rd 31400 58750 90150 2430.44
Mullarkey, Margarete
4.50A 33450 63550 97000 2615.12
Muller, Keith
15.0A Conway Place 1438 27000 91900 120338 3244.31
86.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Mullins. Virgil & Johnson. Miriam Ruth
1 00A Campsite & Trailer
5.10A Bullock Rd Lot 8
Murdock Inc, E




4.00A Land Lot Tract A
Murphy. Kelli J
3.370A Whipple Hill Rd
Nearing. Kimberly
3.05A
Nettleton. Mark & Hilary
3.70A Part of Bowen Lot
Nicholas, Glenn
4.00A Part of Prescott Place
Nichols. George & Yvonne
24.00A Randall Lot
Noftle. John & Noftle. Ronald & Randall
39.00A Wilkins-Conway Lot
Noftle, John & Edith
2.10A McPherson Lot
O'Brien. Mary & Coller. Alice
85.70A 6602
O'Brien. Michael & Pamela
3 03 Lot #6
O'Brien. Robert & Laurie
306A
O'Gorman. John & Sandra
17.50A Bullock-Williams Lot 5
O'Rorke. Hugh & Teresa
3.17A Conway Place
Olney. Daniel T. & Carolyn M
15.60A Sidney Bowen Place
1.00A Wood House Lot
Olsen. Stanley
27.00A Pond Lot 2484
Oxx. Gordon. & Carol
34.60A Home Place 1217
Packard, Robert & Newton Patricia




57.0A Fairbanks Lot 3513
Paragon Communications
2. 00A
20000 2300 22300 601.21
28250 72900 101150 2727.00
7684 207.16
19700 111650 131350 3541.20
27650 800 28450 767.01
26350 26350 710.40
36500 132500 169000 455624
36800 57000 93800 2528.85
32000 50100 82100 2213.42
59150 59150 1594.68
31200 31200 841.15
1700 1700 45 83
6602 177.99
37400 97550 134950 3638 25
35950 125650 161600 4356.74
47900 47900 1291 38
30750 86000 116750 3147.58
52200 102000 154200 4157.23
5000 5000 134.80
2484 66.97






NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Patch Gregg
2 28A Daniels Place 31150 39550 70700 190607
Patch. Kevin & Wharton. Jessica
5.05A 33950 86000 119950 3233 85
Patnode Maureen
2.10A Part of Packard Lot 27650 40200 67850 1829 24
Patnode. William & Donna
103.00A Carroll Lot 7781 37350 48450 93581 2522 94
Patterson, Steven J. & Delisle, Jill M
6.40A Colony Hill Lot 18 44000 65000 109000 2938 64
Pearsall. Michael & Susan
21 60A Part of Gorham Place 46250 52300 98550 265691
Pearsall William
5 30A Home Place 43950 65050 109000 2938 64
36. 00A Piper Lot 1298 1298 34 99
1 1 00A Locust Pasture 473 473 1275
6.70A Part of Heme* Lot 108 108 2.91
72.50A Bennett Farm 4793 4793 129.22
33.00A Naramore Lot 41700 41700 1124.23
Peck. John
4.10A Allen Lot 25700 25700 692.87
Peirce Trustee. Chester D.
50.00A Handy-Ballou Lot 3082 3082 83.09
15.00A Ballou Lot 924 924 2491
84.00A Green-Buffum Lot 5177 5177 139.57
50.00A White Lot 3082 3082 83.09
200.00A Bassett Hill Lot 12326 12326 332.31
246 00A Seaver Bolles Frazer 21116 21116 569 29
308.00A Bowen Lot 18983 18983 511.78
53.00A Harkness Lot 3266 3266 88 05
54.60A Randall Lot R22 3365 3365 90.72
265.40A Frazier Lot 16357 16357 440 98
70.00A Mernfield Lot 4314 4314 116.31
Perry. David & Ernest
150.00A Byron Perry Lot 18104 • 18104 488 08
Perry Mary K Flint & Margaret
138.Q0A Goddard-Amidon Lot 55200 55200 1488.19
7.50A Pine Hill Lot 3000 3000 80 88
Perry. Roger & Sandra
20.00A Carter Place 76250 58350 134600 362882
Perugini-Lambert. Dina
6 00A Greenwoods Rd 37450 89050 126500 3410.44
Picotte. Roger
41.30A Phillips Lot 4986 29900 104650 139536 3761.89
Pierce Roderick & Shirley
6.57A 34750 54950 89700 2418.31
Pierson. Ray & Martha
5.10A OT Cass Lot 37600 83000 120600 3251.38
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Pinard. Peter & Marge & Pinard, Thomas & Melanie
9.00A Williams Lot 693 693 18.68
7.30A Mullen Lot 562 562 15.15
Pitts, Lynne
8.30A Starkey Lot 133 133 3.59
6.50A Route 32 56 33160 82200 115416 3111.62
Plitt, Allen & Victor
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 25 23300 23300 628.17
Plonsky. Robert & Blanche
4.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 16 32300 23950 56250 1516.50
Pogorzelski. Evelyn & Stanley
29.OA Perley Amidon Place 1602 23000 71050 95652 2578.78
Porte, Michel & Huquette & Thierry
11.00A Part of Twitchell Lt 1715 31000 128850 161565 4355.79
Primrose, Kathleen co Kathy B
4.05A 27950 27950 753.53
3.08A Home Place 29100 48550 77650 2093.44
Public Service of New Hampshire
32.70A 98100 98100 2644.78
15.90A 47700 47700 1285.99
10.20A Multiple Lots 30600 30600 824.98
13.00A 39000 39000 1051.44
29.50A Multiple Lots 88500 88500 2385 96
0.00A Dist Plant & Trans Lines 1.846,100 1846100 49770.86
Purhngton. Barbara
9.50A Fisher Lot Tract 1 41600 62000 103600 2793.06
Pursell. Dean & Elizabeth
4.49A Martin Lot 25500 94450 119950 3233.85
Putnam, Lloyd & Irene
0.50A Cottage & Lot 22 10500 6950 17450 470.45
Puza. John & Mary
1.00A Home Place 27500 59900 87400 2356.30
Quaker Fellowship
0.78A Quaker Cemetery 1150 1150
Qualters, Robert
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 1 31800 31800 857.33
21.90A 49550 90100 139650 3764.96
Quint. John Estate of
15.00A Burgess Lot 1 465 25000 1550 27015 728.32
15.00A Burgess Lot 2 1009 1009 27.20
2.30A Lawrence Flat Lot 65 65 1.75
0.60A Freeman Lot 46 46 1.24
102.00A Prescott Place 2825 32500 73800 109125 2942.01
24.00A Buffum Lot 3698 3698 99.70
1.00A Dan Buffum Lot 364 364 9.81
Rabito. George
12.80A Donqui Farm 832 33500 123400 157732 4252.45
14.00A Pt of Lee Woods Lot 1079 1079 29.09
89.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Raitto, Russell
190. 50A Foster Lot 14676 14676 395.66
Ramsden, David & Phyllis
18.80A 57200 109900 167100 4505.02
19.50A 49700 49700 1339.91
Randall. John & Margaret
12.60A Frank Bowen Place Sub 32500 54750 87250 2352 26
174 .47 Frank Bowen Place 4928 4928 132.86
Randall, Rodney & Dale
2.00A Stinson Home Place 36400 32050 68450 1845.41
23.50A Swan Place - West 629 26175 59700 86504 2332.15
Randall, Rodney & Dale
26.20A Swan Place - East 740 740 19.95
Ranolde, Raymond & Adrienne
7.90A Fisher Lot Tract 8 44300 199600 243900 6575.54
Reichert, Francis
7.10A Colony Hill Lot 17 36650 38900 75550 2036.83
Reiniger, Clement & Catherine
15.00A Prescott Lot 55000 55000 1482.80
Reppucct, Daniel & Norma
3.06A Pt of Beers Sub 30600 47450 78050 2104.23
Reynolds, Harry & Kathryn
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 16A 24550 24550 661.87
Rice, Frank & Winifred
5.30A Home Place 40200 53650 93850 2530.20
Richardson, Elmer & Barbara
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 1 31450 70950 102400 2760.70
Richardson, Laurence
6.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 27B 33950 46100 80050 2158.15
Richardson, Robert
25.60A Leonard Lot Tract 2 1578 1578 42.54
Richmond Community Church
1.40A Blais Family Lot 6300 6300
0.35A Church Property 24500 149350 173850
Richmond Reality Trust
38.00A Winchester Lot 4171 4171 112.45
9Q.Q0A Merrifield Lot 11460 11460 308.96
Rizk, Rania
8.10A 33000 33000 889.68
Robbins, Revoc Trust, Dorothy
1.00A Home Place* 32000 29750 61750 1664.78
Robbins, Leland & Louise
6.20A Fisher Place 42050 23450 65500 1765.88
Robinson. Allen & Marcia
0.24A 350 350 9.44
4.25A Part of Sidney Bowen Place 33450 32900 66350 1788.80
Rodd, Thomas & Eunice
6.50A Part of Carl Johnson Place 45650 41950 87600 2361.70
90.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Rogers, James & Brenda
12.60A Greenwoods Road
Rogers, Stillman & Barbara
6.00A Part of Lewis Cass Place
Romano, Gerald & Catherine
4.70A Old Narramore Place
Rose, William & Janet
3.57A
Rotaan Inc
1 1 .00A Cragin Curtis Tract 1
Royce, Jr et al John J
6.60A Brickyard Brook L 12
Royce, Douglas R & Maria T
4.40A Coll Subdivision
Royce, Raymond & Sherry
6.10A Brickyard Brook L 1
Rule, John & Linda
4.80A Pt of Cronk Farm
Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo




S & M Forest Trust




Salett, Peter & Stephen
1 .60A Morgan Reserve Lot 6







































40200 28000 68200 1838.67
37700 67250 104950 2829.45
28700 28700 773.75
32200 72450 104650 2821.36
42000 3400 45400 1223.98
39400 106450 145850 3932.12
25600 10000 35600 959.78
39000 53850 92850 2503.24
































9.00A Shipman Lot Tract 1
Schmidt, Alan & Linda
3.10A Otis Martin Lot 2
Schmitt, Richard & Ann Marie
10.50A Brickyard Brook Lot 4
Schoeneberger, Michael & Leslie
88.00A Boyce Lot
Schofield, Mary
36.30A Atherton Lot Tract 1
Seekircher, Walter & Louise
2.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 5
Sewall, &T E Crellin, Murphy Fulton, Virginia M
1.60A Morgan Reserve L 18













3.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 12
Silvia, Michael & St. Dennis, Michelle
5.48A Cronk Farm Lot 3
Simmington, Robert
41 A Part of Royalston Lot
Smalley, Ronald
85.00A Beals Place
Smart, Timothy, Hodgman Tracy
4.41 Pt of Burgess Place




Snow, Wayne & Sherry
6.86A Greenwoods Rd







33850 98850 132700 3577.59
40450 40450 1090.53
13277 13277 357.95
1564 48900 93350 143814 3877.23
33950 17200 51150 1379.00
28400 23050 51450 1387.09




1031 22000 20350 43381 1169.55
35200 41450 76650 2066.48
33850 32050 65900 1776.66
23900 23900 644.34
36300 83300 119600 3224.42
611 611 16.47
74550 30100 104650 2821.36
25650 25650 691.52
37350 50750 88100 2375.18
6502 6502 175.29
39800 75800 115600 3116.58
38000 37400 75400 2032.78
92.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Society for Protection of NH Forests
44.OA Garnsey Lot 1682 1682 45.35
250.0A Pelegtaft Lot 8282 8282 223.28
Spath, David & Nanci
18.80A Walker Lot 2 1508 28000 74600 104108 2806.75
Sprague Brook Inc.
118.00A Colony Lot North 7273 7273 196.08
154.00A Barrus Evans Lot 9491 9491 255.88
120.00A Sprague-Stevens Lot 7396 7396 199.40
82.00A Woodbury Lot 6317 6317 170.31
80.00A Buffum Lot 6163 6163 166.15
190.20A KemptonLot 11722 11722 316.03
47.80A Bullock Lot 2946 2946 79.42
50.00A Barrus Lot 3082 3082 83.09
16.00A Sprague-Russell 1630 1630 43.94
54.60A OT Cass Lot 3365 3365 90.72
96.60A Harris Lot 5954 5954 160.52
33.00A Harris Lot 2034 2034 54.84
68.50A Pine Hill Lot 4222 4222 113.83
6.00A Parker Hill Lot 370 370 9.98
60.00A J Barrus Lot 3698 3698 99.70
6.00A Amidon Mowing 905 905 24.40
426.0A Colony Lot South 26255 26255 707.83
11.40A Pt of Freeman Lot 764 34500 35264 950.72
Squicciarini, Nicholas & Dorothy
5.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 27A* 34700 76000 110700 2984.47
St. Benedict Center Inc
12.67A Church Property 44000 556050 600050
Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane
4.74A Whipple Hill Rd 27700 27700 746.79
Stange, Conrad & William & Reynolds, Mike
11.40A Fisher Lot 322 322 8.68
Starkey, Eugene
86.00A Stone Lot 7017 4800 11817 318.59
State of New Hampshire
1.00A 20000 20000
125.00A Fish Hatchery 164200 164200
55.00A Cass Pond (No Land) 192500 192500
Stauble, Eric
50.00A Howard Lot 20000 20000 539.20
Stebbins, Michael P
1.46A Buckley Lot 22800 5900 28700 773.75
Stinson Family Trust, Coller Alice
5.30A 27150 27150 731.96
3.10A 23850 23850 643.00
Stone, Helen
6.70A Home Place 40550 32550 73100 1970.78
93.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Stone. Robert & Judith
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 23 33000 54750 87750 2365.74
Strelitz, Pamela
4 10A Route 32 33450 79750 113200 3051.87
Sul Jr, Edward & Judy
35.00A 2557 20648 23205 625.61
Sullivan. William
19.20A Part of Esther Cass PI 2444 37500 66000 1 05944 2856.25
55.50A Lyons Lot Tract 1 4276 4276 115.28
94.30A Lyons Lot Tract 2 7265 7265 195.86
90.00A Willis Lot 11460 11460 308.96
Swanson, Carl & Francine
23.50A Sprague Lot 40500 45350 85850 2314.52
Swanson, Edwin & Linda
3.00A Fisher Lot 34000 31950 65950 1778.01
Swanson, Marcia
112.50A Sprague Place* 75600 21700 97300 2623.21
7.30A Sprague Meadow 1450 1450 39.09
Swanson, Walter
6.30A Brickyard Brook L7 39650 49050 88700 2391.35
Sweeney, Norman & Patricia
2.00A Part of Williams Place 29000 33200 62200 1676.91
Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy
3.00A 38500 74550 113050 3047.83
Talbot, Howard & Elizabeth
0.30A Cass Pond Lot 6 Cottage 15500 14400 29900 806.10
Tandy Revoc Trust, NE & JC
27.80A Kelton Lot 1325 39400 62600 103325 2785.64
Tanner, Darold
15.30A Bullock-Williams Lot 6 424 30500 30924 833.71
Tattersall, Jonathan
12.00A Home 543 49600 2750 52893 1426.00
Taylor, Dana & Mary
9.70A Twitchell Land 44750 66800 111550 3007.39
Taylor, Jeffrey
25.40A Bowen & Scott Lots 2441 28100 59900 90441 2438.29
33.70A 1302 1302 35.10
Terabithia Land Co
3.13A Whipple Hill Rd 23200 23200 625.47
Theriault, Raymond & Betty Ann
5.00A Handy Lot 754 754 20.33
Thibeault Jr Claudia & Jacque
5.50A Cyr Subd Tract 3 38450 45050 83500 2251.16
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
43.00A Allen Lot 1541 52364 58450 112355 3029.09
1 20A Morgan Reserve Lot 20 28500 29450 57950 1562.33
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma & Thibodeau, Robert & Brunk, Anna
5.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 28 25500 25500 687.48
94.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Thresher. Elmer & Hazel
7.60A Southwick Place*
Tierney, John & Kathleen
1.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 19
Tietgens Jr. Christian, Parker-Tietgens, Catherine
30.50A Bullock Williams #2
Toegel, Daniel & Martha J
8.50A Pt of Atherton Lot
Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn
5.00A Meadow Land
Tonweber, Joseph & Patricia
29.4 Bullock-Williams #1
Torrey, Shaun & Lisa
9.00A Adams Lot - North





44A Walter Hillock PI
1.00A Campsite
132.4AOT Cass Lot
5.80A Abuts Ralph Whitney Park






0.1 8A Vets Hall
0.06A Vets Hall Land






1 00A Town Forest - Melvin Lot
0.20A Town Beach Lots 12 & 13
0.07A Town Beach Lot 14
0.08A Town Beach Lot 15









37400 62900 100300 2704.09
28700 69250 97950 2640.73
32880 17150 52727 1421.52
43300 66800 110100 2968.30
1000 1000 26.96
38500 38500 1037.96
53500 119490 172990 4663.81
































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Town of Richmond




2.00A Rabbit Hollow Rd
True Revocable Trust, Victoria
25.10A Atherton Lot Tract 2
Twerdy, Beverly co Edward
24.50A Part of Thompson-Howe
Underwood, Kim
0.50A L Lounder Place
United States Government
0.00A Trans Station
Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 3
Van Brocklin, Robert & Sylvia
47.10A Home Place*
Van Orden, Harry & Beatrice
4.88A Reidy Place
Van Sipe, Richard & Janet
3.10A Morgan Reserve Lot 24
Van Valzah, Robert & Doris
26.00A Mullen Lot
2.00A Harvey Lashure Land
3.58A Home Place
14.70A Hooper Land
18.20A Otis Martin Lt Trc 5
Vaughan, Wesley & Debra
12.05A
Vohr, James & Susan
7.00A Nancy Brown Lot




Walton Living Trust, Althea V
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 17
Ware, Linda
5.10A Coburn Lot 5
Warme, Rune & Marguerite
3.00A Lang Lot Tract F1*
Watt, Allison
14.77A Pt of Beers Sub
Watt, William & Allison
28.04 Part of Beers Sub






37000 4750 41750 1125.58






46950 108750 155700 4197.67
2817 31000 24100 57917 1561.44
35700 39750 75450 2034.13
30650 34850 65500 1765.88
2849 2849 76.81
2900 2900 78.18
30950 53900 84850 2287.56
1611 1611 4343
1994 1994 53.76
46900 77100 124000 3343.04
25300 25300 682.09
1765 48500 72000 122265 3296.26
1019 25500 54800 81319 2192.36
20050 14950 35000 943.60
34350 39300 73650 1985.60
32200 61000 93200 2512.67
1881 1100 2981 80.37
4230 4230 114.04
2948 3150 6098 164.40
38300 144800 183100 4936.38
96.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
WDK Realty Trust
3.00A Pt of Raleigh Lot R23 382 382 10.30
Webber, C. Richard & Patricia
1.00A Vienna Scott Place 28500 99900 128400 3461 .66
Weber, Fredrich
1 .00A House Lot 5000 5000 134.80
Weekes, Robert & Carol
6.80A Eliza Ballou Homestead 41100 75700 116800 3148.93
14.10A Quaker Lot 51350 166300 217650 5867.84
Weinstein, Emanuel & Ruth
161.10A BarrusLot 19444 19444 524.21
Welch, Judith & Paula
10.40A Brickyard Brook L5 42600 125800 168400 4540.06
Wharton III, Robert
12.00A Sweeney Meadow 4366 4366 117.71
3.60A Howard Lot 582 32500 69150 102232 2756.17
Wharton, Richard & Leora
6.40A Greenwoods Rd 38150 15500 53650 1446.40
Wheeler, Charles & Karen
5.40A 42550 133950 176500 4758.44
Wheeler, Donald & Julie
9.70A Southwick Lot 43300 90600 133900 3609.94
Whipple Trust
37.80A Willis Land 2330 2330 62.82
White, Russell & Judith
5.24A Toen Line Lot 483 17000 19150 36633 987.63
1 5.90A Swan-Whipple Tract 7 1225 1225 33.03
Whitham, Walden & Kathleen
18.80A Pat of Walker Place 51400 63300 114700 3092.31
Whitney, Richard & Major, Michelle
1.00A Hart Lot 36000 75500 111500 3006.04
Whitney, Richard & Dawn
1.00A Home Place 33500 52150 85650 2309.12
Whitten, Randy W.
16.00A Scott Lot 1910 11700 6050 19660 530.03
Whittum, Lewis & Kathleen
3.60A Aldrich Lot Tract 3 34900 115800 150700 4062.87
Wilder, Mark
3.60A Bullock Rd Lot 5 36300 65500 101800 2744.53
Wildermuth, Dwight
5.00A Conway Place Tract B 35250 40250 75500 2035.48
Wilkins, Raymond & Carole
5.00A Rt 32 Greenwoods Rd 43150 14550 57700 1555.59
Wilkos, Joseph & Frederick
5.20A 34500 146200 180700 4871.67
Willett, Anne
5.20A Cragin Curtis Tract 4 35350 63600 98950 2667.69
97.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Williams, Theodore & Hatt, Robert
3.01A Part of Beers Sub 30500 48400 78900 2127.14
Williamson, Anne & Schorr, MAureen
9.50A Prescott Lot 41550 22500 64050 1726.79
4 80A Pratt Lot 724 724 19.52
Wilson, Penelope
4.20A Cronk Farm Lot 5 32300 136550 168850 4552.20
3.79A Cronk Farm Lot 6 24200 24200 652.43
Wojchiechowski, Gene & Barbara
19.05A 1910 40620 239550 282080 7604.88
Wolf Creek Investments
11 8.60A Wagstaff Sub 10476 62550 73026 1968.78
Woodward, Norman
10.30A Fisher Lot Tract 2 1554 - 1554 41.90
Woodward, Norman & Barbara
11.70A Fisher Lot Tract 3 45550 105000 150550 4058.83
Wyman, George & Margaret
6.16 Ruby Austin Sub 43800 54350 98150 2646.12
46.00A Dickinson Lot 3544 3544 95.55
Yale University
55.00A Taylor Lot 3965 3965 106.90
48.00A Taft Lot 2958 2958 79.75
47.00A Part of Land Lot 2897 2897 78.10
44.00A Stoddard Lot 2712 2712 73.12
YMCA Athol
0.00A Camp Wiyaka 607500 115600 723100
YMCA Cheshire County
30.00A Calvin Martin Lot 24000 24000
26.50A Camp Takodah Wheeler Land 586900 479750 1066650
20.60A Amidon-Naramore Lots 22650 22650
17.70A Cass Pond Lots 233150 233150
1 1 .80A Mann Lot Tract 4 11450 11450
13.00A HerrickLot 12450 12450
3.00A Nelson-Gray Lot 4500 4500
45.40A Mann Lot Tract 1 60000 . 60000
10.90A Mann Lot Tract 3 8700 8700
22.10A Mann Lot Tract 2 17700 17700
17.10A Mann Lot 32500 32500
1.20A Amidon Land 1800 1800
9.20A Rogers Land 103150 103150
75.50A Allen Lot 64950 64950
17.70A Pickering Lot 96500 96500
6.90A Carol Smith Land 5520 5520
9.00A Sherrick Lot 7200 7200
0.1 2A Cass Pond Lots #7 & #8 17250 17250
0.07A Cass Pond Lot #11 11250 11250
0.1 9A Cass Pond Lots #17 & #18 22500 22500
0.1 2A Cass Pond Lot #19 11250 11250
98.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
YMCA Cheshire County
0.30A Cass Pond Lots #20 & #21 22500 22500
YMCA Cheshire County
56.70A Coburn Lot 7 45350
40.00A Mann Lot 32000
Yost. Mary
14.00A Boyce-Swan Lot 2 1783
Zacharer, Joseph
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 6 45800 137650
'exemptions exist
45350
32000
1783 48.07
183450 4945.81
99.


